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Core Purpose of the Havre Public School District: 

Preparing Students to: 

Make a Living Make a 

Life 

Make A Difference 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Core Values 

 Diversity- Every Student Can Learn 
 Opportunity- Every Student has the Right to Learn 
 Quality- Commitment to Continuous Growth for All 
 Community- Engaging Stakeholders 
 Stability- Sustaining a “Tradition of Excellence” 

 

 
 
The school library media program is essential in creating independent learners who are 
efficient consumers and producers of information. By using a variety of information 
formats, focusing on the learning process and collaborating with other disciplines, school 
libraries provide the entire school community with opportunities to acquire the 
information skills they need to interact responsibly in a global society. An ongoing desire 
to know, a love for reading and a respect for information will transform a student into a 
lifelong independent learner. The role of libraries in a democratic society is to embrace 
the social responsibility of learning. (ARM 10.55.1801) 

http://www.mtrules.org/gateway/ruleno.asp?RN=10.55.1801
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District Vision 
 
 
 
 

RECOGNITION OF AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE AND HERITAGE 

IN THE CURRICULUM PROCESS 
Because of the unique position and place in American history, the American Indian peoples’ role 
in the development of the United States, with emphasis on the experience of the Montana 

Tribes, shall be included wherever appropriate in the instruction of HPS students, in accordance 

with the state Constitution and state standards. Instruction concerning the historic and current 

roles of Indian people shall be delivered in a respectful, informative, and sensitive manner. 
 
 
1.   There is great diversity among the 12 tribal Nations of Montana in their languages, cultures, 

histories, and governments. Each Nation has a distinct and unique cultural heritage that 

contributes to modern Montana. 
 
 
2.   There is great diversity among individual American Indians as identity is developed, defined, 

and redefined by many entities, organizations, and people. There is a continuum of Indian 

identity ranging from assimilated to traditional and this is unique to each individual. There is 

no generic American Indian. 
 

 

3.   The ideologies of Native traditional beliefs and spirituality persist into modern day life as 

tribal cultures, traditions and languages are still practiced by many American Indian people 

and are incorporated into how tribes govern and manage their affairs. 

Additionally, each tribe has their own oral history beginning with their genesis that is as 

valid as written histories. These histories pre-date the “discovery” of North America. 
 
 
4.   Reservations are land that have been reserved by the tribes for their own use through 

treaties and was not “given” to them. The principle that land should be acquired from the 

Indians only through their consent with treaties involved three assumptions: 

a.   That both parties to treaties were sovereign powers. 

b.   Those Indian tribes had some form of transferable title to the land. 
c.   That acquisition of Indian lands was solely a government matter not to be left to 

individual colonists. 
 

 

5.   There were many federal policies put into place throughout American history that have 

impacted Indian people and shape who they are today. Much of Indian history can be 

related through several major federal policy periods. 
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6.   History is a story most often related through the subjective experience of the teller. 

Histories are being rediscovered and revised. History told from an Indian perspective 
conflicts with what most of mainstream history tells us. 

 

 

7.   Under the American legal system, Indian tribes have sovereign powers separate and 

independent from the federal and state governments. However, the extent and breadth of 

tribal sovereignty is not the same for each tribe. 
 
 
 
 
 

TECHNOLOGY 

The integration of curriculum and technology is essential to prepare today’s students for 
participation in a viable democratic society. Therefore, the HPS Library Media Curriculum 
Committee views 
technology as integral to all curricula. Technology is an instrument and also techniques for 
investigations, inquiry, and analysis leading to technological literacy, knowledge of technologies 
and the associated costs, risks, and benefits to society. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

ASSESSMENT 

It is the charge of the School Library Media Specialist to provide intellectual access to 

information through learning activities that are integrated into the curriculum. It is our goal to 

help all students achieve information literacy by developing effective cognitive strategies for 

selecting, retrieving, analyzing, evaluating, synthesizing, creating, and communicating 

information in all formats and in all content areas of the curriculum.  Our assessment piece will 

focus on constructing effective models as collaborative teaching partners in assessment; 

interpreting statistical evidence of student learning, and examining the viability of student- 

driven assessment. 

Assessment means finding out what students know and are able to do.  It is intended to 

improve teaching and learning. Information gathered through formative assessment assists 

teachers during instructional planning to determine student’s prior knowledge, provide 

feedback to students during instruction, make decisions on how to modify instruction, and 

identify strengths and weaknesses. 

Through instruction, a variety of data is collected to provide evidence of achievement and 

success to students, families, and the community. Principles of effective assessment are as 

follows: 

1.  Treat assessment as an integral part of curriculum and instruction. 

2.  Direct assessments toward essential learning. 
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3.  Set high standards for teaching and learning. 

4.  Clarify learning targets early. 

5.  Assess student performance through authentic tasks. 

6.  Collect multiple indicators of learning. 

7.  Provide ample opportunities for students to learn. 

(Adapted from Walter Parker, Science in Elementary Education, Upper Saddle River, NJ: 

Pearson, 2005.) 
 
 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Ongoing, job-embedded professional development builds a foundation of teacher 

excellence, a critical component to improving student achievement. Teachers must have 

knowledge of library literacy and technological skills but also possess a deep 

understanding for how students learn.  Appropriate content and pedagogical preparation 

enables teachers to design lessons and implement curriculum using research proven 

practices and strategies in an environment where all students have an opportunity to 

succeed. Direct correlation can be made between student achievement and school library 

programs led by library media specialists whose dual teaching certification uniquely 

qualifies them to… 
 
 
 
 

▪ Provide leadership in the school for achieving school Mission, Objectives, and Strategies 
 

 

▪ Provide intellectual and physical access to information in print and media resources 
 

 

▪ Provide intellectual and physical access to information technologies, either local or Web- 

based 
 

 

▪ Collaborate with teachers to provide resources and activities for course, unit, and lesson 
integration 

 

 

▪ Assist teachers and students to search out their information needs, critically evaluate the 

materials they locate, and use technological means to synthesize their findings into new 

knowledge 
 

 

▪ Teach information skills 
 

 

▪ Organize and maintain a collection of valuable resources 
 

 

▪ Manage information 
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▪ Promote reading advocacy by matching students and books 

 

 

▪ Provide resources and activities to promote student achievement 
 

 

▪ Provide resources and activities for students that are meaningful now and in the future 
 

 

▪ Maintain a supportive and nurturing environment, in the library and network environment, to 

increase student satisfaction and achievement. 
 

 

Woolls, Blanche. (2004). The School Library Media Manager, 3rd Edition. 

Westport, CT: Libraries Unlimited 
 

 
 
 

LIBRARY MEDIA 

Teacher librarians play an essential role in the implementation of all curricula.  They are 

important instructional partners and consultants in supporting and expanding existing 

curriculum. As information specialists, teacher librarians work collaboratively with students, 

teachers, administrators, and parents: 
 

• Enjoyment of literature and the arts enriches the life-long learner. 

• It is the school library’s task to select, process, store and disseminate information. 

• Library skills empower learners to organize and evaluate information. 

• The ability to locate information rapidly is an increasingly important skill for the success 

of students and adults today. 

• Information skills are not limited to any subject or to any discipline. All areas require the 

need for students to have effective information skills. 

To this end we support the principles of intellectual freedom in all areas through varied 
activities and a diverse library collection. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

K-8 Standards and Rationale 
 

 

Library Media Content Standard #1 Students understand an inquiry process 

including how to access, evaluate and use information. 

Rationale 
 

Students encounter overwhelming amounts of information in today’s world. They must be 

prepared to access, evaluate and use resources that effectively and efficiently meet their 
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information search. The inquiry process provides a systematic approach that applies to all 

academic and personal interests and workplace. Students who have the opportunity to practice 

a process that orders and organizes the vast quantities and varying qualities of information are 

empowered lifelong learners. 
 
 

Library Media Content Standard #2: Students demonstrate an understanding of 

ethical, legal, and social responsibility in accessing, evaluating and using 

information, materials and technology. 

Rationale 

Libraries provide equitable access for all citizens to a variety of information. For students to 

contribute positively in a learning community, they must respect open access to information, 

intellectual property rights, ideas and backgrounds of others and library policies. Student will be 

able to collaborate with others and make informed decisions as they participate in our 

democratic society and interdependent world. 
 

Library Media Content Standard #3: Students seek a variety of materials for 

independent learning and personal enjoyment, including the appreciation of 

literature and other creative expressions. 

Rationale 
 

Central to lifelong learning is a respect and appreciation for the many voices and diverse 

cultures, such as American Indian cultures, that contribute to the arts, literature and 

expressions of human productivity and creativity. Students must understand the ephemeral 

nature of information and value the enduring expressions of universal experiences. Students 

deserve to experience the satisfaction of fulfilling academic tasks as well as to connect with the 

excitement of independent learning. 
 
 

Library Media Content Standard #4: Students distinguish among, evaluate and 

appropriately use current and emerging media and technologies in the inquiry 

process. 

Rationale 
 

Current emerging technologies and media require students to recognize the possibilities these 

tools can play in their information-rich futures. The variety of formats for both creating and 

presenting abound. Therefore, students must recognize and analyze how different media and 

technologies contribute to their own inquiry processes. 
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KINDERGARTEN 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

Libary.K.1.DP.1.A 

Listen and retell the problem or task. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to listen and retell the 

problem or task. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can tell my teacher what I heard about 

the problem or task. 
 
 
 

Library.K.1.DP.1.B 

Retell keywords. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to use keywords. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can use keywords to help me retell the 

story. 
 

 
 
 

Library.K.1.DP.1.C 

Listen and retell the topic. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to listen and retell the topic 

of my task. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can to listen and name the topic of my 

task. 
 

 
 
 

Library.K.1.DP.1.D 

Listen to the steps needed to solve the problem or task. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to listen to the steps to 

solve the problem or task. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can retell the steps needed to solve 

the problem or task with help. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_listen_and_retell_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_retell_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_listen_and_retell_the_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_listen_to_the_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
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Library.K.1.IT.2.A 

Explore possible resources (print, nonprint, digital, community resources). 
a.   With prompting and support, I know that there are print, nonprint, 

digital, and community resources. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can use print to help me learn. 

c.   With prompting and support, I can use nonprint to help me learn. 
d.   With prompting and support, I can use digital resources to help me 

learn. 
e.   With prompting and support, I can learn information from community 

members. 

Benchmark 3: Choose from a range of resources. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.K.1.RR.3.A 

Choose resources from a limited selection. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to choose from materials 

given to me. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can choose an item or items from the 

materials given to me. 
 

 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings 

Benchmark 1: Locate a resource needed to solve the problem. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.K.2.LR.1.A 

Recognize the library personnel. 
a.   I know the name of my librarian. 
b.   I can state the name of my librarian. 

 
 

Library.K.2.LR.1.B 

Locate basic sections in the library (e.g., fiction, nonfiction, periodicals) 
a.   I know where the different sections of the library are located. 
b.   I can find books from different sections of the library. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 

Library.K.2.ER.2.A 

Explore fiction and nonfiction resources. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to find fiction and 

nonfiction. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can find fiction and nonfiction books. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information with the source. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_explore_possible_resources_(print%2C_nonprint%2C_digital%2C_community_resources)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_explore_possible_resources_(print%2C_nonprint%2C_digital%2C_community_resources)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_choose_resources_from_a_limited_selection
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_recognize_the_library_personnel
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_basic_sections_in_the_library_(e.g.%2C_fiction%2C_nonfiction%2C_periodicals)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_explore_fiction_and_nonfiction_resources
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Library.K.2.LI.3.A 

Discuss parts of a book (e.g. author, illustrator, spine, title page). 
a.   I know the different parts of a book. 
b.   I can tell the author of a book. 

c.   I can tell that an author writes a book. 

d.   I can tell the illustrator of a book. 
e.   I can tell that an illustrator makes the pictures in a book. 

f. I can find the spine of a book. 

g.   I can find the cover of a book. 
h.   I can show the location of the bar code on a book. 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.K.2.LI.3.B 

View and listen for information. 
a.   I know how to listen for information from a book that is being read to 

me. 
b.   I know how to look at the illustrations in a book to help me 

understand the information. 
c.   I can share the information I heard. 

d.   I can tell what I saw in the illustrations. 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve problems. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.K.2.EI.4.A 
Demonstrate active listening. 

a.   I know how to actively listen. 
b.   I can share what I have heard. 

 

 
 
 

Library.K.2.EI.4.B 

Explore main ideas. 
a.   I know how to tell the main idea. 
b.   I can retell the main idea. 

 
 

Library.K.2.EI.4.C 

Recognize picture clues. 
a.   I know how to recognize picture clues. 
b.   I can recognize picture clues that help me understand a story. 

 
 

Library.K.2.EI.4.D 

Listen and view for purpose. 
a.   I know how to listen and view when given a purpose. 

b.   I can listen and view with purpose when asked. 

 
 

Library.K.2.EI.4.E 

Listen and identify relevant information (e.g., main idea, details). 
a.   I know how to listen and decide what the important ideas are. 
b.   I can listen for important ideas. 

 
 

Library.K.2.EI.4.F 

Retell key information. 
a.   I know how to retell important information. 

b.   I can retell the important information I have heard. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_discuss_parts_of_a_book_(e.g._author%2C_illustrator%2C_spine%2C_title_page)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_view_and_listen_for_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_view_and_listen_for_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_active_listening
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_explore_main_ideas
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_recognize_picture_clues
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_listen_and_view_for_purpose
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_listen_and_identify_relevant_information_(e.g.%2C_main_idea%2C_details)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_retell_key_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_retell_key_information
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Library.K.2.EI.4.G 

Credit sources. 
a.   I know that information comes from different sources. 
b.   I can tell you where I got my information. 

Benchmark 5: Organize information to solve problems. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.K.2.OI.5.A 

Sequence information. 
a.   I know how to sequence information 
b.   I can retell the information in order. 

Benchmark 6: Create a product that presents findings. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.K.2.CP.6.A 

Design original work following established guidelines. 
a.   I know how to design something original from the information I 

have found. 
b.   I can design something original from the information I have 

found. 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality of the product. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.K.3.AQ.1.A 

Compare product to criteria/rubric. 
a.   I know how to compare my product with a given criteria/rubric. 

b.   I can do what I was supposed to do. 

Library.K.3.AQ.1.B Reflect on final product. 
a.   I know how to look over my final product to check for mistakes. 

b.   I can look over my final product to see if there is something I should 

change. 
 

 
 
 

Library.K.3.AQ.1.C 

Explore ideas for improvement of the product. 
a.   I know how to redo my product if needed. 
b.   I can improve my product if needed. 

Benchmark 2: Describe the process. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.K.3.DS.2.A 

Retell the steps that were used. 
a.   I know how to retell the steps I used in my product. 
b.   I can retell the steps I used to make my product. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_credit_sources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_sequence_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_sequence_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_design_original_work_following_established_guidelines
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_product_to_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_product_to_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_reflect_on_final_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_reflect_on_final_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_explore_ideas_for_improvement_of_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_retell_the_steps_that_were_used
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Library.K.3.DS.2.B 

Discuss how well the process worked. 
a.   I know how to tell if the steps worked. 
b.   I can tell if the steps worked when I made my product. 

STANDARD 4: A student must use information safely, ethically, and legally. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain and use information. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.K.4.LO.1.A 

Define ownership. 
a.   I know that ownership means that the words and pictures in books 

belong to the person who made it. 
b.   I can tell that the words and pictures in books belong to the person 

who wrote the words or drew the pictures. 
 

 
 

Library.K.4.LO.1.B 

Discuss the concept of intellectual property. 
a.   I know that intellectual property protects a person's idea. 
b.   I can tell that we should not copy other people's ideas because they 

belong to them. 
 
 
 
 
 

Library.K.4.LO.1.C 

Follow school guidelines for responsible use of information resources (e.g., 
acceptable use policy, checkout policies and library rules). 

a.   I know that there are rules to follow in the library. 
b.   I know that there are rules to follow when I use the computer. 

c.   I can follow the library rules. 
d.   I can follow the rules for using a school computer. The rules are in 

the AUP (Acceptable Use Policy). 
 

 
 

Library.K.4.LO.1.D 

Comply with district technology use policy. 
a.   I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to follow them. 
b.   I can demonstrate that I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and 

how to follow them. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the owner of ideas and information. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

Library.K.4.IO.2.A 

Recognize that an idea has an owner. 
a.   I know that ideas belong to someone. 
b.   I can tell that an idea has an owner. 

 
 

Library.K.4.IO.2.B 

Recognize that information comes from a source. 
a.   I know that information comes from different sources. 
b.   I can tell the source of my information. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_discuss_how_well_the_process_worked
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_discuss_how_well_the_process_worked
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_define_ownership
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_define_ownership
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_the_concept_of_intellectual_property
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_that_an_idea_has_an_owner
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_that_information_comes_from_a_source
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Library.K.4.IO.2.C 

Credit sources (format e.g., book, person, digital resource). 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to tell where I get my 

information. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can show the book where I got my 

information. 
c.   With prompting and support, I can tell about the person that I got my 

information from. 
d.   With prompting and support, I can show the digital resource where I 

got my information. 

Benchmark 3: Participate and collaborate in intellectual and social networks following safe and 
effective practices. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.K.4.PC.3.A 

Interact appropriately in school situations (e.g., blended learning, etc.). 
a.   I know how to use information in the right manner. 
b.   I can follow the rules that I have been given for using information. 

 
 

Library.K.4.PC.3.B 

Explain the need for Internet safety. 
a.   I know the importance of internet safety. 
b.   I can practice internet safety. 

 
 

Library.K.4.PC.3.C 

Explain appropriate digital citizenship. 
a.   I know the rules of appropriate digital citizenship. 

b.   I can tell the digital citizenship rules. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative 
expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use a variety of digital and print formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.K.5.VP.1.A 

Identify personal interests. 
a.   I know how to tell what literature I like. 
b.   I can pick my favorite literature when given a choice. 

 

 
 

Library.K.5.VP.1.B 

Locate personal interest print materials using call numbers. 
a.   I know how to locate materials I'm interested in by location which 

includes call numbers. 
b.   I can locate a book of personal interest by using call numbers. 

Library.K.5.VP.1.C Explore a variety of available resources related to interest. 

 a.   I can look at books I am interested in. 

b.   I can share a book I like. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_sources_(format_e.g.%2C_book%2C_person%2C_digital_resource)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_interact_appropriately_in_school_situations_(e.g.%2C_blended_learning%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_the_need_for_Internet_safety
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_personal_interests
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_personal_interest_print_materials_using_call_numbers
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_available_resources_related_to_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_available_resources_related_to_interest
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Benchmark 2: Use a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.K.5.VG.2.A 

Discover types of genres (e.g., fairy tales, folktales, mysteries, etc.). 
a.   I know that there are different types of books. 
b.   I can tell the difference between a fairy tale and a mystery. 

 
 

Library.K.5.VG.2.B 

Respond to materials from a variety of genres. 
a.   I can tell what kind of books I like. 
b.   I can share the books I like with others. 

 

 
 

Library.K.5.VG.2.C 

Explore award winning literature (e.g., Caldecott, Treasure State, etc.) 
a.   I know about the Caldecott and Treasure State awards. 
b.   I can tell why a book receives the Caldecott and Treasure State 

Awards. 
 
 

Library.K.5.VG.2.D 

Explore a variety of genres for pleasure. 
a.   I know that there are all kinds of books in the library that interest me. 
b.   I can find a book in the library that is of interest to me. 

Benchmark 3: Access and understand multiple resources from diverse cultures including Montana 
American Indians. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.K.5.DC.3.A 

View and listen to available cultural resources (e.g., print, nonprint, database, 
online references, indexes, community). 

a.   I can view and listen to multicultural materials. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can retell a multicultural story that I 

have heard or listened to. 
 
 
 
 
 

Library.K.5.DC.3.B 

View and listen to a variety of cultural materials (including Montana American 
Indians). 

a.   I can view and listen to multicultural materials including Montana 
American Indians. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can retell a multicultural story 

(including Montana American Indians) that I have viewed and listened 

to. 

Benchmark 4: Access libraries to seek information for personal interest. 

Kindergarten Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_discover_types_of_genres_(e.g.%2C_fairy_tales%2C_folktales%2C_mysteries%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_respond_to_materials_from_a_variety_of_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_award_winning_literature_(e.g.%2C_Caldecott%2C_Treasure_State%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_genres_for_pleasure
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_a_variety_of_cultural_materials_(including_Montana_American_Indians)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_a_variety_of_cultural_materials_(including_Montana_American_Indians)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_a_variety_of_cultural_materials_(including_Montana_American_Indians)
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Library.K.5.PI.4.A 

Explore community resources (e.g., school library, public library, college library, 
museum, community members, etc.). 

a.   I know that there are other places and people that have information. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can tell that there are other places to 

get information. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
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GRADE 1 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 

 

Library.1.1.DP.1.A 

Listen and retell the problem or task. 
a.   I know how to listen and retell the problem or task. 
b.   I can tell my teacher what I heard about the problem or task. 

 

 

Library.1.1.DP.1.B 

Retell keywords. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to use keywords. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can use keywords to help me retell the story. 

 

 
Library.1.1.DP.1.C 

Listen and retell the topic. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to listen and retell the topic of my 

task. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can listen and name the topic of my task. 
 
 
 
Library.1.1.DP.1.D 

Listen and retell the steps needed to solve the problem or task. 
a.   With prompting and support, I can listen and retell the steps related to the 

problem or task. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can retell the steps needed to solve the 

problem or task with help. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 
Library.1.1.IT.2.A 

Explore possible resources (print, nonprint, digital, community resources). 
a.   With prompting and support, I know that there are print, nonprint, digital, and 

community resources. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can use print to help me learn. 
c.   With prompting and support, I can use nonprint to help me learn. 
d.   With prompting and support, I can use digital resources to help me learn. 
e.   With prompting and support, I can learn information from community 

members. 

Benchmark 3: Choose from a range of resources. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 
 
 
 
Library.1.1.RR.3.A 

Choose resources from a limited selection. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to choose from materials given to 

me. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can choose an item or items from the materials 

given to me. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_listen_and_retell_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_retell_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_listen_and_retell_the_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_listen_and_retell_the_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_choose_resources_from_a_limited_selection
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_choose_resources_from_a_limited_selection
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Benchmark 1: Locate a resource needed to solve the problem. 
 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 

Library.1.2.LR.1.A 

Locate major sections in the library (e.g., fiction, nonfiction, biography, reference, 
periodicals). 

a.   I know how to find the major sections in the library. 

b.   I can find books from the major sections of the library. 
 

 
 

Library.1.2.LR.1.B 

Locate fiction resources using call number. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to use a call number to locate 

fiction books. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can find a fiction book using a call number. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.1.2.ER.2.A 

Explore fiction and nonfiction resources. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to find fiction and nonfiction. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can find fiction and nonfiction books. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information with the source. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Library.1.2.LI.3.A 

Discuss parts of a book (e.g. spine, spine label, title page, copyright). 
a.   I know the different parts of a book. 

b.   I can tell the author of a book. 

c.   I can tell the illustrator of a book. 
d.   I can find the spine of a book. 

e.   I can find the call number on the spine label. 

f. I can find the cover of a book. 

g.   I can show the location of the barcode on a book. 

h.   I can find the title page of a book. 

i. I can locate the table of contents. 
 
 
 
 
Library.1.2.LI.3.B 

View and listen for information. 
a.   I know how to listen for information from a book that is being read to me. 

b.   I know how to look at the illustrations in a book to help me understand the 
information. 

c.   I can share the information I heard. 

d.   I can tell what I saw in the illustrations. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_major_sections_in_the_library_(e.g.%2C_fiction%2C_nonfiction%2C_biography%2C_reference%2C_periodicals)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_major_sections_in_the_library_(e.g.%2C_fiction%2C_nonfiction%2C_biography%2C_reference%2C_periodicals)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_major_sections_in_the_library_(e.g.%2C_fiction%2C_nonfiction%2C_biography%2C_reference%2C_periodicals)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_fiction_resources_using_call_number
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_fiction_resources_using_call_number
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_explore_fiction_and_nonfiction_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_discuss_parts_of_a_book_(e.g._spine%2C_spine_label%2C_title_page%2C_copyright)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_discuss_parts_of_a_book_(e.g._spine%2C_spine_label%2C_title_page%2C_copyright)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_view_and_listen_for_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_view_and_listen_for_information
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Library.1.2.LI.3.C 

Explore text using guide words/captions/bold words/headings. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know what guide words, captions, bold words, 

and headings look like. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can find guide words, captions, bold words, and 

headings. 
 
 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve problems. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 
 

 

Library.1.2.EI.4.A 

Demonstrate active listening. 
a.   I know how to actively listen. 

b.   I can share what I have heard. 
 

 

Library.1.2.EI.4.B 

Discuss main ideas and details. 
a.   I know how to discuss main ideas and details. 

b.   I can retell the main idea and details. 
 

 

Library.1.2.EI.4.C 

Discuss contextual clues. 
a.   I know how to recognize context clues. 
b.   I can recognize context clues that help me understand a story. 

 

 
Library.1.2.EI.4.D 

Read and listen for purpose. 
a.   I know how to read and listen for a purpose. 
b.   I can read with a purpose in mind. 

c.   I can listen with a purpose in mind. 
 

 

Library.1.2.EI.4.E 

Listen and identify relevant information (e.g., main idea, details). 
a.   I know how to listen and decide what the important ideas are. 
b.   I can listen for important ideas. 

 

 
Library.1.2.EI.4.F 

Retell relevant information. 
a.   I know how to tell if information is important. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can share the important information from my 

reading. 
 

 

Library.1.2.EI.4.G 

Credit sources. 
a.   I know that information comes from different sources. 

b.   I can tell you where I got my information. 

Benchmark 5: Organize information to solve problems. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
Library.1.2.OI.5.A 

Sequence and sort information. 
a. I know how to sequence information. 

b. I know how to sort information. 

c. I can retell the information in order. 

d. I can sort the information in order. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_explore_text_using_guide_words/captions/bold_words/headings
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_explore_text_using_guide_words/captions/bold_words/headings
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_active_listening
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_discuss_main_ideas_and_details
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_discuss_contextual_clues
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read_and_listen_for_purpose
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_listen_and_identify_relevant_information_(e.g.%2C_main_idea%2C_details)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_listen_and_identify_relevant_information_(e.g.%2C_main_idea%2C_details)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_retell_relevant_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_credit_sources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_sequence_and_sort_information
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Benchmark 6: Create a product that presents findings. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library1.2.CP.6.A 

Design original work following established guidelines. 
a.   I know how to design something original from the information that I have 

found. 
b.   I can design something original from the information that I have found. 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality of the product. 
 

 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 
 
 

Library.1.3.AQ.1.A 

Compare product to criteria/rubric. 
a.   I know how to compare my product with a given criteria/rubric. 
b.   I can do what I was supposed to do. 

 
 

Library.1.3.AQ.1.B 

Reflect on final product. 
a.   I know how to look over my final product to check for mistakes. 

b.   I can look over my final product to see if there is something I should change. 

 
 

Library.1.3.AQ.1.C 

Discuss ideas for improvement of the product. 
a.   I know how to talk about how to redo my product if needed. 

b.   I can improve my product if needed. 

Benchmark 2: Describe the process. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.1.3.DS.2.A 

Discuss the steps that were used. 
a.   I know how to discuss the steps I used in my product. 

b.   I can discuss the steps I used to make my product. 

 
 

Library.1.3.DS.2.B 

Discuss how well the process worked. 
a.   I know how to tell if the steps worked. 
b.   I can tell if the steps worked when I made my product. 

STANDARD 4: A student must use information safely, ethically, and legally. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain and use information. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_product_to_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_product_to_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_reflect_on_final_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_reflect_on_final_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_discuss_ideas_for_improvement_of_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_discuss_the_steps_that_were_used
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_discuss_how_well_the_process_worked
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Library.1.4.LO.1.A 

Define ownership. 
a.   I know that ownership means that the words and pictures in books belong to 

the person who made it. 
b.   I can tell that the words and pictures in books belong to the person who wrote 

the words or drew the pictures. 
 

 
 

Library.1.4.LO.1.B 

Discuss the concept of intellectual property. 
a.   I know that intellectual property protects a person's idea. 
b.   I can tell that we should not copy other people's ideas because they belong to 

them. 
 
 
 
 
 

Library.1.4.LO.1.C 

Follow school guidelines for responsible use of information resources (e.g., acceptable 
use policy, checkout policies and library rules). 

a.   I know that there are rules to follow in the library. 
b.   I know that there are rules to follow when I use the computer. 

c.   I can follow the library rules. 

d.   I can follow the rules for using a school computer. The rules are in the AUP 

(Acceptable Use Policy). 
 

 
 

Library.1.4.LO.1.D 

Comply with district technology use policy. 
a.   I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to follow them. 
b.   I can demonstrate that I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to 

follow them. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the owner of ideas and information. 
 

 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.1.4.IO.2.A 

Recognize that an idea has an owner. 
a.   I know that ideas belong to someone. 
b.   I can tell that an idea has an owner. 

 
 

Library.1.4.IO.2.B 

Recognize that information comes from a source. 
a.   I know that information comes from different sources. 
b.   I can tell the source of my information. 

 

 
 

Library.1.4.IO.2.C 

Credit sources (format e.g., title/author). 
a.   With prompting and support I know how to credit the sources of my 

information. 

b.   With prompting and support I can tell the title and the author of my source. 

Benchmark 3: Participate and collaborate in intellectual and social networks following safe and effective 
practices. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_define_ownership
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_the_concept_of_intellectual_property
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_that_an_idea_has_an_owner
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_that_information_comes_from_a_source
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_sources_(format_e.g.%2C_title/author)
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Library.1.4.PC.3.A 

Interact appropriately in school situations (e.g., blended learning, etc.). 
a.   I know how to use information in the right manner. 
b.   I can follow the rules that I have been given for using information. 

 
 

Library.1.4.PC.3.B 

Explain the need for Internet safety. 
a.   I know the importance of internet safety. 
b.   I can practice internet safety. 

 
 

Library.1.4.PC.3.C 

Explain appropriate digital citizenship. 
a.   I know the rules of appropriate digital citizenship. 

b.   I can tell the digital citizenship rules. 

 
 

Library.1.4.PC.3.D 

Comply with district acceptable use policy. 
a.   I know the basic meaning of acceptable use. 
b.   I can follow the acceptable use guidelines. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use a variety of digital and print formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.1.5.VP.1.A 

Identify personal interests. 
a.   I know how to tell what literature I like. 

b.   I can pick my favorite literature when given a choice. 

 
 

Library.1.5.VP.1.B 

Locate personal interest print materials according to physical location. 
a.   I know that print materials are found in various places. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can locate the print materials I want. 

 
 

Library.1.5.VG.1.C 

Explore a variety of available resources related to interest. 
a.   I can look at books I am interested in. 

b.   I can share a book I like. 
 

 

Benchmark 2: Use a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.1.5.VG.2.A 

Discover types of genres (e.g., fairy tales, folktales, mysteries, etc.). 
a.   I know that there are different types of books. 

b.   I can tell the difference between a fairy tale and a mystery. 

 
 

Library.1.5.VG.2.B 

Respond to materials from a variety of genres. 
a.   I can tell what kind of books I like. 
b.   I am able to share the books I like with others. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_interact_appropriately_in_school_situations_(e.g.%2C_blended_learning%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_the_need_for_Internet_safety
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_acceptable_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_personal_interests
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_personal_interest_print_materials_according_to_physical_location
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_available_resources_related_to_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_available_resources_related_to_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_discover_types_of_genres_(e.g.%2C_fairy_tales%2C_folktales%2C_mysteries%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_respond_to_materials_from_a_variety_of_genres
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Library.1.5.VG.2.C 

Explore award winning literature (e.g., Caldecott, Treasure State, etc.) 
a.   I know about the Caldecott and Treasure State awards. 
b.   I can tell why a book receives the Caldecott and Treasure State Awards. 

 
 

Library.1.5.DC.2.D 

Explore a variety of genres for pleasure. 
a.   I know that there are all kinds of books in the library that interest me. 

b.   I can find a book in the library that is of interest to me. 

Benchmark 3: Access and understand multiple resources from diverse cultures including Montana American 
Indians. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.1.5.DC.3.A 

View and listen to available cultural resources (e.g., print, nonprint, database, online 
references, indexes, community). 

a.   I can view and listen to different kinds of materials about different people. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can view and listen to materials about different 

people. 
 
 

 
Library.1.5.PI.3.B 

View and listen to a variety of cultural materials (including Montana American Indians). 
a.   I can view and listen to multicultural materials including Montana American 

Indians. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can retell a multicultural story (including 

Montana American Indians) that I have viewed and listened to. 

Benchmark 4: Access libraries to seek information for personal interest. 

Grade 1 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.1.5.PI.4.A 

Explore online and electronic libraries and resources (e.g., ILL, e-books, etc.). 
a.   I can find information I am interested in by looking in various places. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can tell the place where I found the information 

for personal interest. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_award_winning_literature_(e.g.%2C_Caldecott%2C_Treasure_State%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_genres_for_pleasure
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_Nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_Nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_Nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_view_and_listen_to_a_variety_of_cultural_materials_(including_Montana_American_Indians)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
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GRADE 2 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 

 

Library.2.1.DP.1.A 

Identify topic. 
a.   I can name my topic. 
b.   I can state my topic. 

 

 

Library.2.1.DP.1.B 

Identify one or two keywords. 
a.   I can identify one or more keywords. 
b.   I can state keywords to use to help me search for information. 

 

 

Library.2.1.DP.1.C 

Recognize the problem or task. 
a.   I can recognize the problem or task. 
b.   I can describe my problem or task. 

 

 

Library.2.1.DP.1.D 

Retell the steps needed to solve the problem or task. 
a.   I can retell the steps needed to solve the problem or task. 

b.   I can list the steps needed to solve the problem or task. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 

Library.2.1.IT.2.A 

Discuss possible resources (print, nonprint, digital, community resources). 
a.   I know that there are print, nonprint, digital, and community resources. 
b.   I can use print resources to help me learn. 

c.   I can use nonprint resources to help me learn. 

d.   I can use digital resources to help me learn 

e.   I can learn information from community members. 

Benchmark 3: Choose from a range of resources. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

Library.2.2.RR.3.A Choose resources from a limited selection. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to choose from materials given to 

me. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can choose an item or items from the materials 

given to me. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings 

Benchmark 1: Locate a resource needed to solve the problem. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_one_or_two_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_recognize_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_retell_the_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_discuss_possible_resources_(print%2C_nonprint%2C_digital%2C_community_resources)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_discuss_possible_resources_(print%2C_nonprint%2C_digital%2C_community_resources)
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Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 
 

Library.2.2.LR.1.A Locate major sections in the library (e.g., fiction, nonfiction, biography, reference, 
periodicals). 

a.   I know how to find the major sections in the library. I can find books from the 
major sections of the library. 

 

 
 
 

Library.2.2.LR.1.B 

Locate resources using a library catalog and/or database. 
a.   I know that a library catalog can be used to locate resources. 
b.   I can ask for help using the library catalog to help me locate books. 

 
 

Library.2.2.ER.1.C 

Locate resources using a call number. 
a.   I know I can locate materials using a call number. 
b.   I can locate materials using a call number. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.2.2.LI.2.A 

Compare fiction and nonfiction resources. 
a.   I know the difference between fiction and nonfiction. 
b.   I can find a fiction or nonfiction book. 

c.   I can explain the difference between a fiction and nonfiction book. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information with the source. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.2.2.LI.3.A 

Identify parts of a book (e.g., spine, spine label, title page, copyright). 
a.   I know the different parts of a book. 

b.   I can find the spine of a book. 
c.   I can find the call number on the spine label of a book. 

d.   I can locate the title page. 
e.   I can identify and read the information on the title page. 

f. I can locate the copyright date of the book. 
 
 
 
 
 

Library.2.2.EI.3.B 

Read, view, and listen for information. 
a.   I know how to read for information 
b.   I know how to listen for information. 
c.   I know how to use illustrations to help me understand the information. 
d.   I can read for information. 
e.   I can listen for information 

f. I can use the illustrations to help me understand the information. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_major_sections_in_the_library_(e.g.%2C_fiction%2C_nonfiction%2C_biography%2C_reference%2C_periodicals)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_major_sections_in_the_library_(e.g.%2C_fiction%2C_nonfiction%2C_biography%2C_reference%2C_periodicals)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_library_catalog_and/or_database
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_call_number
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_call_number
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_compare_fiction_and_nonfiction_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_parts_of_a_book_(e.g.%2C_spine%2C_spine_label%2C_title_page%2C_copyright)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read%2C_view%2C_and_listen_for_information
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Library.2.2.EI.3.C 

Recognize guide words/captions/bold words/headings. 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to recognize guide words, captions, 

bold words, and headings. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can recognize guide words. 

c.   I can find a caption. 

d.   I can find a bold word. 

e.   With prompting and support, I can recognize headings. 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve problems. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

Library.2.2.EI.4.A 

Demonstrate active listening. 
a.   I know how to actively listen. 
b.   I can share what I have heard. 

 

 
 

Library.2.2.EI.4.E 

Summarize information using appropriate tools (e.g., graphic organizer, etc.). 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to summarize. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can use different tools to summarize 

information. 
 
 

Library.2.2.EI.4.F 

Credit sources. 
a.   I know that information comes from different sources. 

b.   I can tell you where I got my information. 

Benchmark 5: Organize information to solve problems. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.2.2.OI.5.A 

Organize information (e.g., graphic organizer, sort notes, etc.). 
a.   I know how to organize information using various organizers (graphic 

organizers). 
b.   I can utilize graphic organizers, notes, etc. to help me organize my information. 

Benchmark 6: Create a product that presents findings. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.2.2.CP.6.A 

Design original work following established guidelines. 
a. I know how to design something original from the information I have found. 
b. I can design something original from the information I have found. 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality of the product. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_recognize_guide_words/captions/bold_words/headings
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_active_listening
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize_information_using_appropriate_tools_(e.g.%2C_graphic_organizer%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize_information_using_appropriate_tools_(e.g.%2C_graphic_organizer%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_credit_sources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_organize_information_(e.g.%2C_graphic_organizer%2C_sort_notes%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_design_original_work_following_established_guidelines
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Library.2.3.AQ.1.A 

Compare product to criteria/rubric. 
a.   I know how to compare my product with a given criteria/rubric. 
b.   I can do what I was assigned to do. 

 

 
Library.2.3.AQ.1.B 

Evaluate final product. 
a.   I know when my product is complete. 
b.   I can evaluate my final product based on the criteria/rubric that I have been 

given. 
 

 
 
 

Library.2.3.AQ.1.C 

Generate ideas for improvement of the product. 
a.   I know how to list ideas for improving my product. 

b.   I can list any ideas needed to improve my product. 

Benchmark 2: Describe the process. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.2.3.DS.2.A 

Explain the steps that were used in his/her own words. 
a.   I know how to explain in my own words the steps that I used to make my 

product. 
b.   I can explain in my own words the steps I used to make my product. 

 
 

Library.2.3.DS.2.B 

Describe how well the process worked. 
a.   I know how to tell if the steps of the process worked. 

b.   I can tell how well the steps of the process worked for my product. 

STANDARD 4: A student must use utilize information safely, ethically, and legally. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain and use information. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
Library.2.4.LO.1.A 

Discuss the concept of intellectual property by following copyright and fair use guidelines. 

a.   I know how to respect copyright and fair use guidelines. 

b.   I can follow the copyright laws. 
c.   I can follow the fair use guidelines. 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.2.4.LO.1.C 

Follow school guidelines for responsible use of information resources (e.g., acceptable 
use policy, checkout policies and library rules). 

a.   I know that there are rules to follow in the library. 
b.   I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) when I utilize school digital equipment. 

b.   I can follow the library rules. 

c.   I can follow the acceptable use policy (AUP) when using school digital 
equipment. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the owner of ideas and information. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_product_to_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_product_to_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_judge_final_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_judge_final_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_generate_ideas_for_improvement_of_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_explain_the_steps_that_were_used_in_his/her_own_words
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_describe_how_well_the_process_worked
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
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Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.2.4.IO.2.A 

Discuss concept of plagiarism. 
a.   I know the meaning of plagiarism. 

b.   I can explain that plagiarism is the stealing of someone else's work. 
 

 
 

Library.2.4.IO.2.B 

Credit sources (e.g., title, author) 
a.   With prompting and support, I know how to credit the sources of my 

information. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can tell the title and the author of my source. 

 

Benchmark 3:  Students will collaborate and communicate globally in a digital environment. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.2.4.PC.3.A 

Interact appropriately in social situations (e.g., blended learning, etc.). 
a.   I know what interacting appropriately with others means. 
b.   I can interact appropriately with my peers and others. 

 
 

Library.2.4.PC.3.B 

Discuss Internet safety and distinguish between safe/non-safe sites. 
a.   I know what it means to be safe on the internet. 

b.   I can determine safe internet sites from sites that are not safe. 

 
 

Library.2.4.PC.3.C 

Display appropriate digital citizenship. 
a.   I know what it means to be safe online. 
b.   I can display safe digital citizenship. 

 

 
 

Library.2.4.PC.3.D 

Comply with district technology acceptable use policy (AUP). 
a.   I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to follow it. 
b.   I can demonstrate that I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to 

follow them. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use a variety of digital and print formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.2.5.VP.1.A 

Identify personal interests. 
a.   I know how to tell what literature I like. 
b.   I can pick my favorite literature when given a choice. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_concept_of_plagiarism
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_sources_(e.g.%2C_title%2C_author)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_interact_appropriately_in_social_situations_(e.g.%2C_blended_learning%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_Internet_safety_and_distinguish_between_safe/non-safe_sites
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_Internet_safety_and_distinguish_between_safe/non-safe_sites
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_Internet_safety_and_distinguish_between_safe/non-safe_sites
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_display_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_display_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_personal_interests
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Library.2.5.VP.1.B 

Locate personal interest print materials using call numbers. 
a.   I know how to locate materials I'm interested in by location which includes call 

numbers. 
b.   I can locate a book of personal interest by using call numbers. 

 
 

Library.2.5.VP.1.C 

Explore a variety of available resources related to interest. 
a.   I can look at books I am interested in. 
b.   I can share a book I like. 

Benchmark 2: Use a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.2.5.VG.2.A 

Recognize types of genres (e.g., fairy tales, folktales, mysteries, etc.). 
a.   I know that there are many different genres of literature. 

b.   I can distinguish and explain the difference between the various genres. 
 

 
 

Library.2.5.VG.2.B 

Locate and select materials from a variety of genres. 
a.   I know how to locate different types of literature based on my personal 

interests. 
b.   I can select and locate literature according to my personal interests. 

 

 
 
 

Library.2.5.VG.2.C 

Explore award winning literature (e.g., Caldecott, Treasure State, etc.). 
a.   I know about the Caldecott and Treasure State awards. 

b.   I can tell why a book receives the Caldecott and Treasure State Awards. 

 
 

Library.2.5.VG.2.D 

Explore a variety of genres for pleasure. 
a.   I know that there are all kinds of books in the library that interest me. 
b.   I can find a book in the library that is of interest to me. 

Benchmark 3: Access and understand multiple resources from diverse cultures including Montana American 
Indians. 

Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.2.5.DC.3.A 

Examine available cultural resources (e.g., print, nonprint, database, online references, 
do, review indexes, community). 

a.   I know that there are many places to locate multicultural resources. 

b.   I can share where I found a multicultural resource of personal interest. 

 
 

 
Library.2.5.DC.3.B 

Examine a variety of cultural resources (including Montana American Indian resources). 
a.   I know that there are a large variety of cultural resources available including 

Montana American Indian resources. 
b.   I can locate cultural resources including those about Montana American 

Indians. 

Benchmark 4: Access libraries to seek information for personal interest. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_personal_interest_print_materials_using_call_numbers
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_available_resources_related_to_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_available_resources_related_to_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_types_of_genres_(e.g.%2C_fairy_tales%2C_folktales%2C_mysteries%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_types_of_genres_(e.g.%2C_fairy_tales%2C_folktales%2C_mysteries%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_select_materials_from_a_variety_of_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_award_winning_literature_(e.g.%2C_Caldecott%2C_Treasure_State%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_award_winning_literature_(e.g.%2C_Caldecott%2C_Treasure_State%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_genres_for_pleasure
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_examine_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_do%2C_review_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_examine_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_do%2C_review_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_examine_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_do%2C_review_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_examine_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_do%2C_review_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_examine_a_variety_of_cultural_resources_(including_Montana_American_Indian_resources)
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Grade 2 Learning Target(s) 
 
 

 
Library.2.5.PI.4.A 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.2.5.PI.4.B 

Locate and use community resources (e.g., school library, public library, college library, 
museum, community members, etc.). 

a.   I know what community resources are available. 

b.   I can identify and use community resources for my own personal interests. 
 

Explore online and electronic libraries and resources (e.g., ILL, e-books, etc.). 
a.   I can find information I am interested in by looking in various places. 
b.   With prompting and support, I can tell the place where I found the 

information for personal interest. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
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GRADE 3 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
Library.3.1.DP.1.A 

Identify the topic. 
a.   I can identify the topic. 

b.   I can state my topic. 

 
 
Library.3.1.DP.1.B 

Recognize task-related vocabulary and keywords. 
a.   I can use keywords and recognize task- related vocabulary. 
b.   I can state keywords to use to help me search for information. 

 
 
Library.3.1.DP.1.C 

Recognize the problem or task. 
a.   I can recognize the problem or task. 
b.   I can describe my problem or task. 

 
 
Library.3.1.DP.1.D 

Discuss the steps needed to solve the problem or task. 
a.   I can state the steps needed to solve the problem or task. 

b.   I can discuss the steps I will use to solve the problem or task. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.3.1.IT.2.A 

Discuss and identify possible resources (print, nonprint, digital, community resources). 
a.   I know that there are print, nonprint, digital, and community resources. 

b.   I can use print resources to help me learn. 
c.   I can use nonprint resources to help me learn. 

d.   I can use digital resources to help me learn. 

e.   I can learn information from community members. 

f. I can use these resources to help me find information. 

Benchmark 3: Choose from a range of resources. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
Library.3.1.RR.3.A 

Determine relevant resources to solve the problem or task. 
a.   I understand which materials are needed to complete my problem or task 
b.   I can determine which materials I will need to complete the problem or task. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_the_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_recognize_task-related_vocabulary_and_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_recognize_task-related_vocabulary_and_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_recognize_task-related_vocabulary_and_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_recognize_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_discuss_the_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_discuss_and_identify_possible_resources_(print%2C_nonprint%2C_digital%2C_community_resources)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_determine_relevant_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
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Benchmark 1: Locate a resource needed to solve the problem. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Library.3.2.LR.1.A 

Locate resources using search techniques (e.g., keywords, Boolean/limiter, phrase, title, 
author, subject). 

a.   I know how to use the library catalog to locate sources using keywords, title, 
author, and subject. 

b.   I can use keywords to search the library catalog to find materials. 
c.   I can use the title of a book to search the library catalog to find materials. 
d.   I can use an author's name to search the library catalog to find materials. 
e.   I can use a subject to search the library catalog to find materials. 

 

 
 
 

Library.3.2.LR.1.B 

Locate resources using a library catalog and/or database. 
a.   I know that a library catalog can be used to locate resources. 
b.   I can ask for help using the library catalog to help me locate books. 

 
 

Library.3.2.LR.1.C 

Locate resources using a call number. 
a.   I know I can locate materials using a call number. 
b.   I can locate materials using a call number. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.3.2.ER.2.A 

Discuss if the resource is useful (relevant, appropriate, detailed, current, authority, 
biased). 

a.   I know when my resource is useful 
b.   I know when my resource is appropriate. 

c.   I know when my resource is current. 

d.   I can find the useful information in my resource. 

e.   I can find the appropriate information in my resource. 
f. I can tell if my resource is current by using the copyright date. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information with the source. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.3.2.LI.3.A 

Identify index/table of contents/glossary. 
a.   I know how to locate and identify an index, table of contents, and glossary. 
b.   I can demonstrate that I can use an index. 

c.   I can demonstrate that I can use a table of contents. 

d.   I can demonstrate that I can use a glossary. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_search_techniques_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiter%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_search_techniques_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiter%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_search_techniques_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiter%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_library_catalog_and/or_database
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_call_number
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_call_number
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_discuss_if_the_resource_is_useful_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detailed%2C_current%2C_authority%2C_biased)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_discuss_if_the_resource_is_useful_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detailed%2C_current%2C_authority%2C_biased)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_discuss_if_the_resource_is_useful_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detailed%2C_current%2C_authority%2C_biased)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_index/table_of_contents/glossary
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Library.3.2.LI.3.B 

Read, view, or listen for information. 
a.   I know how to use a resource to read, view or listen for information. 
b.   I can use a resource to read for information. 

c.   I can use a resource to view information. 

d.   I can listen for information when using a certain resource. 
 
 
 
 
Library.3.2.LI.3.C 

Use guide words/captions, bold words/headings. 
a. I know how to use guide words, captions, bold words, and headings. b. I can 
use guide words. 

c.   I can use captions to help me understand print. 

d.   I can use bold words to help me understand print. 
e.   I can use headings to help me understand print. 

 

 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve problems. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.3.2.EI.4.A 

Demonstrate active listening. 
a.   I know how to actively listen. 
b.   I can share what I have heard. 

 
 

Library.3.2.EI.4.F 

Summarize information. 
a.   I know how to summarize information from my resources. 

b.   I can present a summary of the information from my resources. 

 
 

Library.3.2.EI.4.G 

Cite sources (e.g., title/author/copyright). 
a.   I know how to cite the sources of my information. 

b.   I can list the title, author, and copyright from my source. 

Benchmark 5: Organize information to solve problems. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.3.2.OI.5.A 

Organize information (e.g., graphic organizer, sort notes, etc.). 
a.   I know how to organize information using various organizers (graphic 

organizers). 
b.   I can utilize graphic organizers, notes, etc. to help me organize my 

information. 

Benchmark 6: Create a product that presents findings. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.3.2.CP.6.A 

Design original work following established guidelines. 
a.   I know how to design something original from the information I have found. 
b.   I can design something original from the information I have found. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read%2C_view%2C_or_listen_for_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_guide_words/captions%2C_bold_words/headings
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_active_listening
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_cite_sources_(e.g.%2C_title/author/copyright)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_organize_information_(e.g.%2C_graphic_organizer%2C_sort_notes%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_design_original_work_following_established_guidelines
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STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 
 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality of the product. 
 
 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.3.3.AQ.1.A 

Compare product to criteria/rubric. 
a.   I know how to compare my product with a given criteria/rubric. 

b.   I can do what I was assigned to do. 
 

 
 

Library.3.3.AQ.1.B 

Evaluate final product (e.g., self, teacher, peers). 
a.   I know when my product is complete. 

b.   I can evaluate my final product based on the criteria/rubric I have been 
given. 

 
 

Library.3.3.AQ.1.C 

Generate ideas for improvement of the product. 
a.   I know how to list ideas for improving my product. 

b.   I can list any ideas needed to improve my product. 

Benchmark 2: Describe the process. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.3.3.DS.2.A 

Summarize the steps of the process. 
a.   I know how to summarize the steps of the process. 
b.   I can list the steps of the process that I used to develop my product. 

 
 

Library.3.3.DS.2.B 

Describe how well the process worked. 
a.   I know how to tell if the steps of the process worked. 
b.   I can tell how well the steps of the process worked for my product. 

STANDARD 4: A student must utilize information safely, ethically, and legally. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain and use information. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

Library.3.4.LO.1.A 

Discuss the concept of intellectual property by following copyright and fair use 
guidelines. 

a.   I know how to respect copyright and fair use guidelines. 
b.   I can follow the copyright laws. 

a.   I can follow the fair use guidelines. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_product_to_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_product_to_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_judge_final_product_(e.g.%2C_self%2C_teacher%2C_peers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_generate_ideas_for_improvement_of_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_summarize_the_steps_of_the_process
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_describe_how_well_the_process_worked
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_the_concept_of_intellectual_property
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_the_concept_of_intellectual_property
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_the_concept_of_intellectual_property
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Library.3.4.LO.1.C 

Follow school guidelines for responsible use of information resources (e.g., acceptable 
use policy, checkout policies and library rules). 

a.   I know that there are rules to follow in the library. 

b.   I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) when I utilize school digital 
equipment. 

c.   I can follow the library rules. 
d.   I can follow the acceptable use policy (AUP) when using school digital 

equipment. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the owner of ideas and information. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 
 

 

Library.3.4.IO.2.A Define concept of plagiarism. 

a.   I can define the concept of plagiarism. 

b.   I can explain that plagiarism is the stealing of someone else's work. 
 

 
 

Library.3.4.IO.2.B 

Cite sources (e.g., title/author/copyright). 
a.   I know how to cite the sources of my information. 
b.   I can tell where I got my information to include the title, author, and 

copyright. 

Benchmark 3: Participate and collaborate in intellectual and social networks following safe and effective 
practices. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.3.4.PC.3.A 

Interact appropriate in social situations (e.g., blended learning, etc.). 
a.   I know what interacting appropriately with others means. 

b.   I can interact appropriately with my peers and other individuals. 

 
 

Library.3.4.PC.3.B 

Discuss Internet safety and distinguish between safe/non-safe sites. 
a.   I know how to distinguish between safe/non-safe sites on the internet. 
b.   I can determine whether an internet site is safe or not. 

 
 

Library.3.4.PC.3.C 

Display appropriate digital citizenship. 
a.   I know what it means to be safe online. 
b.   I can display safe digital citizenship. 

 

 
 

Library.3.4.PC.3.D 

Comply with district technology acceptable use policy (AUP). 
a.   I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to follow them. 

b.   I can demonstrate that I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to 
follow them. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_school_guidelines_for_responsible_use_of_information_resources_(e.g.%2C_acceptable_use_policy%2C_checkout_policies_and_library_rules)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_define_concept_of_plagiarism
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_cite_sources_(e.g.%2C_title/author/copyright)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_interact_appropriate_in_social_situations_(e.g.%2C_blended_learning%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_Internet_safety_and_distinguish_between_safe/non-safe_sites
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_Internet_safety_and_distinguish_between_safe/non-safe_sites
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_discuss_Internet_safety_and_distinguish_between_safe/non-safe_sites
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_display_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_display_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
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Benchmark 1: Use a variety of digital and print formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.3.5.VP.1.A 

Identify personal interests. 
a.   I know how to tell what literature I like. 
b.   I can pick my favorite literature when given a choice. 

 

 
 

Library.3.5.VP.1.B 

Locate personal interest print materials using call numbers. 
a.   I know how to locate materials I'm interested in by location which includes 

call numbers. 
b.   I can locate a book of personal interest by using call numbers. 

 

 
 

Library.3.5.VP.1.C 

Identify available resources related to interest. 
a.   I know that that there are many resources that meet my interests. 

b.   I can name the sources of where I found the resources that met my personal 

interest. 

Benchmark 2: Use a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.3.5.VG.2.A 

Recognize types of genres (e.g., fairy tales, folktales, mysteries, etc.). 
a.   I know that there are many different genres of literature. 
b.   I can distinguish and explain the difference between the various genres. 

 

 
 

Library.3.5.VG.2.B 

Locate and select materials from a variety of genres. 
a.   I know how to locate different types of literature based on my personal 

interests. 
b.   I can select and locate literature according to my personal interests. 

 

 
 

Library.3.5.VG.2.C 

Explore award winning literature (e.g., Caldecott, Newbery, Treasure State, Young 
Reader's Choice, Coretta Scott King, etc.). 

a.   I know that there are many awards given to works of literature. 

b.   I can find an award winning book based on my personal interests. 
 

 
 

Library.3.5.VG.2.D 

Correlate personal interest to a genre. 
a.   I know which genre is my favorite. 

b.   I can locate the genre of my personal interest and explain why it is my 

favorite. 

Benchmark 3: Access and understand multiple resources from diverse cultures including Montana American 
Indians. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_personal_interests
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_personal_interest_print_materials_using_call_numbers
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_available_resources_related_to_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_types_of_genres_(e.g.%2C_fairy_tales%2C_folktales%2C_mysteries%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_select_materials_from_a_variety_of_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_award_winning_literature_(e.g.%2C_Caldecott%2C_Newbery%2C_Treasure_State%2C_Young_Reader%27s_Choice%2C_Coretta_Scott_King%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_award_winning_literature_(e.g.%2C_Caldecott%2C_Newbery%2C_Treasure_State%2C_Young_Reader%27s_Choice%2C_Coretta_Scott_King%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_Correlate_personal_interest_to_a_genre
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Library.3.5.DC.3.A 

Examine available cultural resources. 
a.   I know when a resource I have selected is cultural. 
b.   I can determine the specific culture of a selected resource. 

 
 

 
Library.3.5.DC.3.B 

Examine a variety of cultural materials (including Montana American Indians). 
a.   I know how to examine cultural materials including those about Montana 

American Indians. 
b.   I  can  select  a  specific  cultural  resource  including  ones  about  Montana 

American Indians. 

Benchmark 4: Access libraries to seek information for personal interest. 

Grade 3 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.3.5.PI.4.A 

Locate and use community resources (e.g., school library, public library, college library, 
museum, community members, etc.). 

a.   I know what community resources are available. 

b.   I can identify and use community resources for my own personal interests. 
 

 
 

Library.3.5.PI.4.B 

Access online and electronic libraries and resources (e.g., ILL, e-books, etc.). 
a.   I can access online catalogs and other electronic resources for personal 

interest. 
b.   I know how to demonstrate the use of all online resources. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_examine_available_cultural_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_examine_a_variety_of_cultural_materials_(including_Montana_American_Indians)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
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GRADE 4 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
Library.4.1.DP.1.A 

Identify the topic. 
a.   I can identify the topic. 

b.   I can state my topic. 

 
 
Library.4.1.DP.1.B 

Restate the problem or task in their own words. 
a.   I can restate the problem or task using keywords. 

b.   I can use keywords to search for information for my task. 

 
 
Library.4.1.DP.1.C 

Use task related vocabulary and keywords. 
a.   I can use related vocabulary and keywords for my task. 

b.   I can understand and use the keywords related to my task. 
 

 
 
 

Library.4.1.DP.1.D 

Formulate questions or steps needed to solve the problem or task. 
a.   I can identify my topic and formulate questions or the steps needed to solve 

the problem. 
b.   I can identify my topic. 

c.   I can formulate and state my questions or steps needed to solve the problem. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

Library.4.1.IT.2.A 

Construct a list of possible resources. 
a.   I know the appropriate resources to solve the problem or task. 
b.   I can identify the appropriate resources to solve the problem or task. 

c.   I can list the appropriate resources needed to solve the problem or task. 

d.   I can locate the appropriate resources needed to solve the problem or task. 

Benchmark 3: Choose from a range of resources. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
Library.4.1.RR.3.A 

Determine relevant resources to solve the problem or task. 
a.   I understand which materials are needed to complete my problem or task. 
b.   I can determine which materials I will need to complete the problem or task. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_the_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_restate_the_problem_or_task_in_their_own_words
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_use_task_related_vocabulary_and_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_formulate_questions_or_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_construct_a_list_of_possible_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_determine_relevant_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_determine_relevant_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
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Benchmark 1: Locate a resource needed to solve the problem. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Library.4.2.LR.1.A 

Locate resources using search techniques (e.g., keywords, Boolean/limiter, phrase, title, 
author, subject). 

a.   I know how to access the library catalog to locate sources using keywords, 
title, author, and subject. 

b.   I can use keywords to search the library catalog to find materials. 

c.   I can use the title of a book to search the library catalog to find materials. 
d.   I can use an author's name to search the library catalog to find materials. 

e.   I can use a subject to search the library catalog to find materials. 

 

 
 
 

Library.4.2.LR.1.B 

Locate resources using a library catalog and/or database. 
a.   I know that a library catalog can be used to locate resources. 
b.   I can ask for help using the library catalog to help me locate books. 

 
 

Library.4.2.LR.1.C 

Locate resources using a call number. 
a.   I know I can locate materials using a call number. 
b.   I can locate materials using a call number. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.4.2.ER.2.A 

Determine if the resource is useful (relevant, appropriate, detailed, current, authority, 
biased). 

a.   I know when my resource is useful. 
b.   I know when my resource is appropriate. 

c.   I know when my resource is current. 

d.   I can determine if the information in my resource is useful. 

e.   I can find the appropriate information in my resource. 

f. I can tell if my resource is current by finding the copyright date. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information with the source. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
Library.4.2.LI.3.A 

Utilize index/table of contents/glossary, if applicable. 
a.   I know how to use the index, table of contents, and glossary. 
b.   I can use the index. 

c.   I can use the table of contents. 
d.   I can use the glossary. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_search_techniques_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiter%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_search_techniques_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiter%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_search_techniques_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiter%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_library_catalog_and/or_database
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_call_number
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_using_a_call_number
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_determine_if_the_resource_is_useful_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detailed%2C_current%2C_authority%2C_biased)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_determine_if_the_resource_is_useful_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detailed%2C_current%2C_authority%2C_biased)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_determine_if_the_resource_is_useful_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detailed%2C_current%2C_authority%2C_biased)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_skim_and/or_scan_for_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_skim_and/or_scan_for_information
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Library.4.2.LI.3.B 

Skim and/or scan for information. 
a. I know how to scan for information. 
b.   I can demonstrate that I am able to scan text. 

 
 
 
 
Library.4.2.LI.3.C 

Use guide words/captions/bold words/headings. 
a.   I know how to use guide words, captions, bold words, and headings. 
b.   I can demonstrate that I can use guide words. 

c.   I can demonstrate that I can use captions to help me understand text. 

d.   I can demonstrate that I can use bold words to help me understand text. 
e.   I can demonstrate that I can use headings to help me understand text. 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve problems. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
Library.4.2.EI.4.A 

Demonstrate active listening. 
a. I know how to actively listen. 

b.   I can share what I have heard. 

Library.4.2.EI.4.F Summarize information. 

a. I know how to summarize information from my resources. 
b. I can present a summary of the information from my resources. 

Library.4.2.EI.4.G Cite sources (e.g., title/author/copyright). 

a. I know how to cite the sources of my information 
b. I can list the title, author, and copyright from my source. 

Benchmark 5: Organize information to solve problems 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

Library.4.2.OI.5.A Organize and select relevant information (e.g., graphic organizer, sort notes, etc.). 

a. I know how to organize and select relevant information using graphic 

organizers and notes. 

b.   I can utilize graphic organizers and notes to organize and select my 
information. 

Benchmark 6: Create a product that present findings. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

Library.4.2.CP.6.A Innovate/create an original work following established guidelines. 

a. I know how to design something original from the information I have found. 

b.   I can design something original from the information I have found. 
 

 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality of the product. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_skim_and/or_scan_for_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_guide_words/captions/bold_words/headings
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_skim_and/or_scan_for_information
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Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

Library.4.3.AQ.1.A Compare product to criteria/rubric/rubric. 
a.   I know how to compare my product with a given criteria/rubric/rubric. 
b.   I can do what I was supposed to do. 

Library.4.3.AQ.1.B Evaluate final product. (E.g. self, teacher, peers.) 
a.   I know how to summarize the steps of the process. 
b.   I can evaluate my final product based on the criteria/rubric/rubric I have been 

given. 

Library.4.3.AQ.1.C Generate ideas for improvement of the product. 
a.   I know when my product is complete. 
b.   I can list any ideas needed to improve my product. 

Benchmark 2: Describe the process. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

Library.4.3.D.S.2A Summarize the steps of the process. 
a.   I know how to summarize the steps of the process 
b.   I can list the steps of the process that I used to develop my product. 

Library.4.3.DS.2.B Determine whether the prescribed process was followed. 
a.   I know how to determine if I followed the process. 
b.   I can review the process and evaluate if it was followed. 

Library.4.3.DS.2.C Describe how well the process worked. 
a.   I know hot o determine if I followed the process. 
b.   I can evaluate how well the steps of the process worked for my product. 

STANDARD 4: A student must utilize information safely, ethically, and legally. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain and utilize information. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

Library.4.4.L.O1.A Respect the concept of intellectual property by following copyright and fair use 
guidelines. 

a.   I know how to respect copyright and fair use guidelines. 
b.   I can follow the copyright laws. 
c.   I can follow the fair use guidelines. 

Library.4.4.L.O.1.B Follow school guidelines for responsible use of information resources (e.g. acceptable 
use police, checkout policies and library rules). 

a.   I know that there are rules to follow in the library. 
b.   I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) when I utilize school digital 

equipment. 
c.   I can follow the library rules 
d.   I can follow the acceptable use policy (AUP) when using school digital 

equipment. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the owner of ideas and information. 
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Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 
 

Library.4.4.IO.2A Explain concept of plagiarism. 
a.   I know how to explain the concept of plagiarism. 
b.   I can explain that plagiarism is the stealing of someone else’s work. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Library.4.4.IO.2.B 

Credit sources for print and nonprint resources (e.g., title/author/copyright). 
a.   I know how to give credit for the resources I have used. 
b.   I can tell where I got the information to include title, author, and copyright 

from print and nonprint sources. 

Benchmark 3:  Students will collaborate and communicate globally in a digital environment. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.4.4.PC.3.A 

Interact appropriately in social situations (e.g., blended learning, etc.). 
a.   I know what interacting appropriately with others means. 
b.   I can interact appropriately with my peers and others. 

 
 

Library.4.4.PC.3.B 

Explain the need for internet safety. 
a.   I know the importance of internet safety. 

b.   I know how to practice internet safety. 

 
 

Library.4.4.PC.3.C 

Display appropriate digital citizenship. 
a.   I know what it looks like to display appropriate digital citizenship. 
b.   I can display appropriate digital citizenship. 

 

 
 

Library.4.4.PC.3.D 

Comply with district technology acceptable use policy (AUP). 
a.   I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to follow them. 
b.   I can demonstrate that I know the acceptable use policy (AUP) and how to 

follow them. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use a variety of digital and print formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.4.5.VP.1.A 

Identify personal interests. 
a.   I know how to tell what literature I like. 
b.   I can pick my favorite literature when given a choice. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_sources_for_print_and_nonprint_resources_(e.g.%2C_title/author/copyright)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_interact_appropriately_in_social_situations_(e.g.%2C_blended_learning%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_the_need_for_Internet_safety
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_the_need_for_Internet_safety
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_display_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_display_appropriate_online_behavior
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_comply_with_district_technology_use_policy
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_personal_interests
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Library.4.5.VP.1.B 

Locate personal interest print materials using call numbers. 
a.   I know how to locate materials I'm interested in by location which includes call 

numbers. 
b.   I can locate a book of personal interest by using call numbers. 

 
 

 
Library.4.5.VP.1.C 

Identify available resources related to interest (e.g., print, nonprint, database, online 
references, indexes). 

a.   I know how to pursue my personal interests through literature and other 
creative expressions. 

b.   I can identify my areas of literary interests. 

Benchmark 2: Use a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

Library.4.5.VG.2.A Define types of genres in own words (e.g., fairy tales, folktales, mystery, etc.). 

 a.   I can define the various genres when asked. 
b.   I can define and distinguish the difference in the various genres of literature. 

 

 
 

Library.4.5.VG.2.B 

Locate and select materials from a variety of genres. 
a.   I know how to locate different types of literature based on my personal 

interests. 
b.   I can select and locate literature according to my personal interests. 

 
 

 
Library.4.5.VG.2.C 

Identify award winning literature (e.g., Caldecott, Newbery, Treasure State, Young 
Reader's Choice, Coretta Scott King, etc.). 

a.   I can tell the criteria/rubric necessary for a book to receive an award. 

b.   I can locate award winning books and explain why they received the particular 
award. 

 
 

Library.4.5.VG.2.D 

Correlate personal interest to a genre. 
a.   I know my favorite genre. 
b.   I can express why a particular genre is my favorite. 

Benchmark 3: Access and understand multiple resources from diverse cultures including Montana American 
Indians. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.4.5.DC.3.A 

Identify and locate available cultural resources (e.g., print, nonprint, database, online 
references, indexes, community). 

a.   I can use all available resources to pursue my personal interests. 

b.   I can identify and locate both print and nonprint resources based on my 
personal interests. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_personal_interest_print_materials_using_call_numbers
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_available_resources_related_to_interest_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_available_resources_related_to_interest_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_available_resources_related_to_interest_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_available_resources_related_to_interest_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_define_types_of_genres_in_own_words_(e.g.%2C_fairy_tales%2C_folktales%2C_mystery%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_select_materials_from_a_variety_of_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_award_winning_literature_(e.g.%2C_Caldecott%2C_Newbery%2C_Treasure_State%2C_Young_Reader%27s_Choice%2C_Coretta_Scott_King%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_award_winning_literature_(e.g.%2C_Caldecott%2C_Newbery%2C_Treasure_State%2C_Young_Reader%27s_Choice%2C_Coretta_Scott_King%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_correlate_personal_interest_to_a_genre
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_correlate_personal_interest_to_a_genre
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_and_locate_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_and_locate_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_and_locate_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_and_locate_available_cultural_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_database%2C_online_references%2C_indexes%2C_community)
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Library.4.5.DC.3.B 

Compare and contrast a variety of cultural materials (including Montana American 
Indians). 

a.   I can compare and contrast a variety of multicultural materials including 
materials about Montana American Indians. 

b.   I can compare and contrast through the written or spoken word a variety of 
multicultural materials which includes Montana American Indians. 

Benchmark 4: Access libraries to seek information for personal interest. 

Grade 4 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.4.5.PI.4.A 
 
 
 
 
 
Library.4.5.PI.4.B 

Locate and use community resources (e.g., school library, public library, college library, 
museum, community members, etc.). 

a.   I know what community resources are available. 

b.   I can identify and use community resources for my own personal interests. 
 

Access online and electronic libraries and resources (e.g., ILL, e-books, etc.). 
a.   I can access online catalogs and other electronic resources for personal 

interest. 
b.   I know how to demonstrate the use of available online resources. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_a_variety_of_cultural_materials_(including_Montana_American_Indians)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_a_variety_of_cultural_materials_(including_Montana_American_Indians)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_a_variety_of_cultural_materials_(including_Montana_American_Indians)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources_(e.g.%2C_school_library%2C_public_library%2C_college_library%2C_museum%2C_community_members%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_online_and_electronic_libraries_and_resources_(e.g.%2C_ILL%2C_e-books%2C_etc.)
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GRADE 5 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 
 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.5.1.DP.1.A 

Formulate questions or steps needed to solve the problem or task. 

a.   I can identify my topic and formulate questions or the steps needed to solve 
the problem. 

b.   I can identify my topic. 

c.   I can formulate and state my questions or steps needed to solve the problem. 
 
 

Library.5.1.DP.1.B 

Summarize task. 

a.   I know what my task is. 

b.   I can list the resources needed to complete my task. 
 
 
 

Library.5.1.DP.1.C 

Broaden or narrow topic. 

a.   I can broaden or narrow my topic to fit the task. 

b.   I can take my ideas and choose a topic for which there is available 

information. 
 
 

Library.5.1.DP.1.D 

List keywords from topic. 

a.   I can identify the keywords for my topic. 

b.   I will develop a list of keywords for my topic. 
 
 

Library.5.1.DP.1.E 

List information requirements of the task. 

a.   I can describe the requirements of the task. 

b.   I can list the steps required for the task. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.5.1.IT.2.A 

List possible resources to solve the problem or task (e.g., reference materials, 
newspapers, age appropriate Web sites, nonfiction books, personal interviews, audio 
files, video files, community resources, databases). 

a.   I know the appropriate resources I need to solve the problem or task. 

b.   I can identify the appropriate resources needed to solve the problem or task. 

c.   I can list the appropriate resources needed to solve the problem or task. 

d.   I can locate the appropriate resources needed to solve the problem or task. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_formulate_questions_or_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_summarize_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_broaden_or_narrow_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_keywords_from_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_information_requirements_of_the_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
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Library.5.1.IT.2.B 

Identify useful resources. 

a.   I know how to select useful resources to use for my problem or task. 

b.   I can determine which resources are most useful to me as I complete the 

problem or task. 

Benchmark 3: Evaluate and select appropriate resources. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

Library.5.1.ER.3.A 

Identify the copyright date to determine the currency of resources. 

a.   I know how to locate the copyright date of my resource. 

b.   I can analyze the copyright date to determine if the resource is appropriate. 
 
 

Library.5.1.ER.3.B 

Identify point of view in resources. 

a.   I know that resources are written from different points of view. 

b.   I can explain the point of view from which my resource is written. 
 

 
 

Library.5.1.ER.3.C 

Identify and select useful resources. 

a.   I know how to choose and select useful resources. 

b.   I can determine what resources I need to solve the problem or task. 

c.   I can locate the resources I need to solve the problem or task. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings. 

Benchmark 1: Locate multiple resources using search tools. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.5.2.LR.1.A 

Use available search tools to locate resources (e.g., library catalog, indexes, search 
engines, subject directory, digital databases, library personnel). 

a.   I know how to locate what I need using search tools. 

b.   I can demonstrate that I can use the appropriate search tools to locate 

sources, use information, and present findings. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.5.2.LR.1.B 

Use search techniques to locate resources (e.g., keywords, Boolean, phrase, title, author, 
and subject). 

a.   I know how to use the library catalog to locate sources using keywords, title, 
author, and subject. 

b.   I can use keywords to search the library catalog to find materials. 

c.   I can use the title of a book to search the library catalog to find materials. 

d.   I can use an author's name to search the library catalog to find materials. 

e.   I can use a subject to search the library catalog to find materials. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_useful_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_the_copyright_date_to_determine_the_currency_of_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_the_copyright_date_to_determine_the_currency_of_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_point_of_view_in_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_and_select_useful_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_available_search_tools_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_available_search_tools_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_available_search_tools_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_and_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_and_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_and_subject)
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Library.5.2.LR.1.C 

Locate resources (e.g., call number, URL, link). 

a.   I know how to use call numbers, URL's and links to find resources. 

b.   I can locate materials using a call number. 

c.   I can locate information using a URL. 

d.   I can locate information using a link. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.5.2.ER.2.A 

Identify point of view in resources. 

a.   I know how to identify the point of view of my resource. 

b.   I can state the point of view of my resource. 

c.   With prompting and support, I can analyze if the point of view is biased. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Library.5.2.ER.2.B 

Identify usefulness of resources (relevant, appropriate, detail, currently, authority, and 
bias). 

a.   I know when my resource is relevant. 

b.   I know when my resource is appropriate. 

c.   I know when my resource is detailed. 

d.   I know when my resource is current. 

e.   I can determine if the information in my resource is relevant. 

f. I can find the appropriate information in my resource. 

g.   I can determine if my resource provides detail. 

h.   I can evaluate if my resource is current by finding the copyright date. 

 

 

Benchmark 3: Locate information within multiple resources. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.5.2.LI.3.A 

Identify topic keywords. 

a.   I know how to identify and use topic keywords. 

b.   I can identify keywords. 

c.   I can demonstrate that I am able to utilize keywords. 
 

 
 

Library.5.2.LI.3.B 

Use print indexes. 

a.   I know how to find and use print indexes. 

b.   I can demonstrate that I am able to find a print index. 

c.   I can demonstrate that I am able to use a print index. 
 
 

 
Library.5.2.LI.3.C 

Recognize and use digital indexes (e.g., subject directory). 

a.   I know how to use digital indexes within a subject directory or search engine 
(KidsClick, Yahooligans! Kidskonnect, Enterprise). 

b.   I can search for information using a variety of subject directories or search 

engines. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_call_number%2C_URL%2C_link)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_point_of_view_in_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_usefulness_of_resources_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detail%2C_currently%2C_authority%2C_and_bias)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_usefulness_of_resources_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detail%2C_currently%2C_authority%2C_and_bias)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_usefulness_of_resources_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detail%2C_currently%2C_authority%2C_and_bias)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_topic_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_print_indexes
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_recognize_and_use_digital_indexes_(e.g.%2C_subject_directory)
http://www.kidsclick.org/
http://www.kidsclick.org/
http://www.kidsclick.org/
http://www.kidsclick.org/
http://kids.yahoo.com/
http://kids.yahoo.com/
http://www.kidskonnect.com/
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Library.5.2.LI.3.D 

Use glossaries and tables of contents. 

a.   I know how to use glossary and a table of contents. 

b.   I can locate a glossary and demonstrate how to use it. 

c.   I can locate a table of contents and demonstrate how to use it. 
 
 

Library.5.2.LI.3.E 

Locate keywords by skimming and scanning. 

a.   I know how to scan. 

b.   I can demonstrate how to find information by scanning. 
 
 

Library.5.2.LI.3.F 

Record location of information within resources. 

a.   I know how to record the source of my information. 

b.   With prompting and support, I can record the source of my information. 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve the problem. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.5.2.EI.4.A 

Read, listen, and view with guided purpose to accomplish task. 

a.   I know how to read, listen, and view with a purpose in mind. 

b.   I can read for a specific purpose. 

c.   I can listen for a specific purpose. 

d.   I can view for a specific purpose. 

Library.5.2.EI.4.B a.   Locate and summarize relevant information. 

b.   I know how to locate and summarize relevant information. 

c.   I can locate relevant information. 

d.   I can summarize relevant information and present my findings. 
 

 
 

 

Library.5.2.EI.4.C 

Use teacher provided note taking method to transfer information. 

a.   I know how to use the note taking method I have been taught by my teacher. 

b.   I can take notes using the teacher provided method to present my findings. 
 

 
Library.5.2.EI.4.D 

Cite each source. 

a.   I know how to cite sources of my information. 

b.   I can write a simple bibliographic entry for each of my sources. 

c.   I know how to access and utilize digital resources for a bibliography (EasyBib). 

Benchmark 5: Organize and manage information to solve the problem. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 
 

 

Library.5.2.OI.5.A 
Transfer information into a prescribed format to accomplish task (e.g., outlines, graphic 
organizers, note cards). 

a.   I know how to transfer my information into a format by using an outline, 
graphic organizer or notes. 

b.   I can record my informaiton using the format I have been given. 

Benchmark 6: Create a product that presents findings. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_glossaries_and_tables_of_contents
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_keywords_by_skimming_and_scanning
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_record_location_of_information_within_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read%2C_listen%2C_and_view_with_guided_purpose_to_accomplish_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_and_summarize_relevant_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_teacher_provided_note_taking_method_to_transfer_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_cite_each_source
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Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 

 

Library.5.2.CP.6.A 

Identify audience. 

a.   I know how to identify my audience. 

b.   I can present my information to the identified audience. 
 
 
 
Library.5.2.CP.6.B 

Construct an original product that meets task criteria/rubric/rubric. 

a.   I know how to construct an original product that meets the performance task 

criteria/rubric/rubric. 

b.   I can use the information I have gathered to construct an original product that 

meets the performance task criteria/rubric. 
 

 

Library.5.2.CP.6.C 

Present final product in assigned format. 

a.   I know how to present a final product using the assigned format. 

b.   I can present a final product using the assigned format. 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality and effectiveness of the product. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 

Library.5.3.AQ.1.A 

Identify product's strengths and weaknesses according to performance task 

criteria/rubric. 

a.   I know how to identify the product's strengths and weaknesses according to 
the performance task criteria/rubric. 

b.   I can list any strengths and weaknesses of my product based on the 

performance task criteria/rubric/rubric. 
 

 
Library.5.3.AQ.1.B 

Critique final product (e.g., self, teacher, peers). 

a.   I know how to evaluate the final product. 

b.   I can evaluate a final product. 

 

 

Library.5.3.AQ.1.C 

Identify areas for improvement of the product. 

a.   I know how to look for areas that need improvement within a product. 

b.   I can improve my final product as needed. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate how the process met the need for information. 
 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 
 

 

Library.5.3.EP.2.A 

Summarize the steps of the process. 

a.   I know how to summarize the steps of the process. 

b.   I can list the steps of the process that I used to develop my product. 
 

 

Library.5.3.EP.2.B 

Describe how well the process worked. 

a.   I know how to tell if the steps of the process worked. 

b.   I can tell how well the steps of the process worked for my product. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_audience
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_construct_an_original_product_that_meets_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_construct_an_original_product_that_meets_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_present_final_product_in_assigned_format
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_critique_final_product_(e.g.%2C_self%2C_teacher%2C_peers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_areas_for_improvement_of_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_summarize_the_steps_of_the_process
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_describe_how_well_the_process_worked
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Library.5.3.EP.2.C 

Determine whether the prescribed process was followed. 

a.   I know how to determine if I followed the process. 

b.   I can review the process and determine if it was followed. 
 

 

Library.5.3.EP.2.D 

Discuss areas for improvement in the process. 

a.   I know how to discuss ways I can improve the process for my product. 

b.   I can discuss ways to improve my product if needed. 
 

STANDARD 4:  A student will analyze, legally and ethically use data and formation from a digital resource. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain, store, and disseminate text, data, images, or sounds. 
 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 

 

Library .5.4.LO.1.A 

Define intellectual property as the works of others. 

a.   I know how to define intellectual property as the works of others. 

b.   I can explain that intellectual property is defined as being the works of others. 
 
 
 
Library .5.4.LO.1.B 

Recognize plagiarism and copyright. 

a.   I know how to follow plagiarism and copyright guidelines. 

b.   I can follow plagiarism guidelines as plagiarism is stealing the works of others. 

c.   I can follow copyright law to protect the intellectual works of others. 

 

 

Benchmark 2: Appropriately credit ideas and works of others. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

  
 
 

Library.5.4.CI.2.A 

Use paraphrasing and summarizing correctly. 
a.   I know how to paraphrase and summarize. 
b.   I can demonstrate how ot paraphrase. 
c.   I can demonstrate how to summarize. 

 

 
Library.5.4.CI.2.B 

Produce components for an assigned citation format. 
a.   I know how to produce a citation based o the format that I have been given. 
b.   I can write a citation using the format that I have been given. 

 

 
 

Library.5.4.CI.2.C 

Credit the intellectual property of others (e.g., video, music, website, audio, digital, 
artwork, photography, interview, presentations). 

a.   I know how to credit the intellectual property of others. 

b.   I can give credit to the originator of the material. 
 

 
 

Library.5.4.CI.2.D 

Adhere to copyright laws (e.g., fair use, creative commons, plagiarism, public domain). 

a.   I know how to use information safely, ethically, and legally. 

b.   I can follow copyright guidelines, which means that I obtain, store and share 

text, data, images and sounds without breaking the law. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_determine_whether_the_prescribed_process_was_followed
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_determine_whether_the_prescribed_process_was_followed
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_discuss_areas_for_improvement_in_the_process
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_copyright_laws_(e.g.%2C_fair_use%2C_creative_commons%2C_plagiarism%2C_public_domain)
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Benchmark 3: Students will collaborate and communicate globally in a digital environment. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.5.4.PC.3.A 

Recognize concept of digital citizenship (e.g., cyber bullying data vandalism, e-mail, online 
manners and protocol). 

a.   I know what the digital citizenship means. 

b.   I can follow the appropriate digital citizenship protocol. 
 
 

Library.5.4.PC.3.B 

Follow Acceptable Use Policy (AUP). 

a.   I know the rules of the AUP that I must follow. 

b.   I can follow the AUP that has been established by my district. 
 

 
 

Library.5.4.PC.3.C 

Use digital citizenship in supervised online settings. 

a.   I know how to observe the rules of digital citizenship when I am being 
supervised in online settings. 

b.   I can and do follow the digital citizenship rules in online settings. 
 

 
 

Library.5.4.PC.3.D 

Collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social environment (e.g., group work, 
public spaces, face-to-face). 

a.   I know how to participate effectively and safely in a social environment. 

b.   I can follow the established rules for a safe social environment. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use and respond to a variety of print and digital formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.5.5.VP.1.A 

Express ideas of interest. 

a.   I know how to pursue my personal interests and express my ideas of interest. 

b.   I can express my literary areas of interest. 
 

 
 

Library.5.5.VP.1.B 

Explore various formats. 

a.   I can pursue my personal literary interests by exploring various formats. 

b.   I can demonstrate the use of various literary formats as they relate to my 

personal interests. 

Library.5.5.VP.1.C Locate and select resources in interest areas. 

a.   I know how to identify and locate what I am interested in. 

b.   I can find books and other resources on areas of interest. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_concept_of_netiquette_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying_data_vandalism%2C_e-mail%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_concept_of_netiquette_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying_data_vandalism%2C_e-mail%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_concept_of_netiquette_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying_data_vandalism%2C_e-mail%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_concept_of_netiquette_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying_data_vandalism%2C_e-mail%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_concept_of_netiquette_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying_data_vandalism%2C_e-mail%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_Acceptable_Use_Policy_(AUP)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_netiquette_in_supervised_online_settings
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face-to-face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face-to-face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face-to-face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face-to-face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face-to-face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face-to-face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face-to-face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_express_ideas_of_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_various_formats
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_select_resources_in_interest_areas
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Library.5.5.VP.1.D 

Express opinion on selected resources. 

a.   I know how to express my opinion on literature that I like. 

b.   I can state why I like a particular resource that I selected. 

Benchmark 2: Use and respond to a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.5.5.VG.2.A 

Recognize the characteristics of various genres. 

a.   I know the characteristics of the different genres. 

b.   I can identify a genre by its characteristics. 
 
 

Library.5.5.VG.2.B 

Select resources in assigned genres. 

a.   I know how to select resources in an assigned genre. 

b.   I can select genre assigned resources. 
 
 

Library.5.5.VG.2.C 

Describe preferred genre. 

a.   I know how to describe the various genres. 

b.   I can when asked to describe my preferred genre and why I like it. 

Benchmark 3: Analyze and respond to multiple resources and creative expressions from diverse cultures, 

including Montana American Indians. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.5.5.DC.3.A 

Recognize author's point of view. 

a.   I can explain point of view. 

b.   I can tell the point of view of an author. 
 

 
 

Library.5.5.DC.3.B 

Recognize the diversity of cultural expression. 

a.   I can recognize cultural diversity in literature. 

b.   I can express in writing the cultural diversity in literature including literature 

about Montana American Indians. 

Benchmark 4: Access and use libraries and other information environments for personal use and to make 

connections beyond the school library. 

Grade 5 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 

Library.5.5.PI.4.A 

Access interlocal and/or intralocal resources (e.g., public libraries, other school libraries, 
bookmobile, infomobile, inter-library loan). 

a.   I know what other sources of information are available in order to pursue my 
personal literary interests. 

b.   I can demonstrate how to access information from other sources as I pursue 

my personal literary interests (e.g. public libraries, ILL, etc.). 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_express_opinion_on_selected_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_the_characteristics_of_various_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_resources_in_assigned_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_describe_preferred_genre
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_author%27s_point_of_view
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_the_diversity_of_cultural_Expression
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_interlocal_and/or_intralocal_resources_(e.g.%2C_public_libraries%2C_other_school_libraries%2C_bookmobile%2C_infomobile%2C_inter-library_loan)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_interlocal_and/or_intralocal_resources_(e.g.%2C_public_libraries%2C_other_school_libraries%2C_bookmobile%2C_infomobile%2C_inter-library_loan)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_interlocal_and/or_intralocal_resources_(e.g.%2C_public_libraries%2C_other_school_libraries%2C_bookmobile%2C_infomobile%2C_inter-library_loan)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_interlocal_and/or_intralocal_resources_(e.g.%2C_public_libraries%2C_other_school_libraries%2C_bookmobile%2C_infomobile%2C_inter-library_loan)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_interlocal_and/or_intralocal_resources_(e.g.%2C_public_libraries%2C_other_school_libraries%2C_bookmobile%2C_infomobile%2C_inter-library_loan)
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Library.5.5.PI.4.B 

Locate and use available community resources (e.g., presentations, guest speakers, 
museums, community members, organizations, government resources). 

a.   I know the community resources that are available for my use. 
b.   I can demonstrate how to use available community resources to pursue my 

personal interests through literature. 
 

 
 

Library.5.5.PI.4.C 

Access and use assigned digital resources. 

a.   I know how to access and use digital resources 

b.   I can access and use digital resources as assignee 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_assigned_digital_resources
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GRADE 6 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

Library.6.1.DP.1.A 

Formulate questions or steps needed to solve the problem or task. 
a.   I know what my task is and how to formulate questions or the steps to solve 

the problem or task. 
b.   I can identify my topic and formulate the questions or steps to solve the 

problem. 
 
 
Library.6.1.DP.1.B 

Summarize task. 
a.   I know how to summarize my task. 
b.   I can restate my task using my own words. 

 
 
Library.6.1.DP.1.C 

Broaden or narrow topic. 
a.   I can broaden or narrow my topic to fit the task. 

b.   I can narrow or broaden my topic as necessary to complete my task. 

 
 
Library.6.1.DP.1.D 

Identify keywords. 
a.   I know how to identify the keywords of my topic. 
b.   I can recognize keywords for my topic. 

 
 
 

Library.6.1.DP.1.E 

List information requirements of the task. 
a.   I know what information is needed for my topic and what is required to 

complete my task. 
b.   I can list the requirements of the task. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 

ibrary.6.1.IT.2.A 

List possible resources to solve the problem or task (e.g., encyclopedias, maps, atlas, 
almanacs, periodicals, newspapers, Web sites, nonfiction books, personal interviews, 
audio files, video files, community resources, databases) 

a.   I know a variety of possible print and non-print resources available to 
complete my task. 

b.   I can list a variety of possible print and non-print resources available to 

complete my task. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_formulate_questions_or_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task_gr_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_summarize_task_gr_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_broaden_or_narrow_topic
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_information_requirements_of_the_task._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task


 

 

 
 
Library.6.1.IT.2.B 

Define primary and secondary sources. 
a.   I know how to define primary and secondary sources available for my topic. 
b.   I can describe primary and secondary resources for research of my topic. 

 
 
Library.6.1.IT.2.C 

Identify useful resources. 
a.   I know how to identify resources to complete my research task. 

b.   I can identify and locate useful resource tools for my task. 
 

 

Benchmark 3: Evaluate and select appropriate resources. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.6.1.ER.3.A 

Identify accurate current information. 
a.   I know my task and how to identify appropriately current resources. 

b.   I can recognize relevant and up-to-date resources to complete my task. 

 
 

Library.6.1.ER.3.B 

Identify point of view in resources. 
a.   I know my task and how to identify point of view in resources 
b.   I can distinguish point of view in my task resources. 

 
 

Library.6.1.ER.3.C 

Evaluate authority and usefulness of resources. 

a.   I know how to evaluate authority and usefulness of resources for my task. 
b.   I can assess authority and usefulness of resources needed for my task. 

 
 
Library.6.1.ER.3.D 

Select the best resources. 

a.   I know how to choose the best resources to fulfill requirements for my task. 

b.   I can select the best resources for completing my task. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings. 

Benchmark 1: Locate multiple resources using search tools. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.6.2.LR.1.A 

Utilize library facility. 
a.   I know what types of resources are available through the library. 

b.   I can access library resources both inside and away from school. 
 
 
 
 
 

Library.6.2.LR.1.B 

Use multiple search tools and methods to locate resources (e.g., library catalog, 
indexes, search engines, subject directory, Boolean searches, digital databases, library 
personnel). 

a.   I know how to locate and present information using various search tools and 
methods, both print and non-print. 

b.   I can locate and present information through a variety of available search tools 
and methods, including print and non-print. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_define_primary_and_secondary_sources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_useful_resources._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_determine_the_currency_of_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_determine_the_currency_of_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_point_of_view_in_resources._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_judge_authority_and_usefulness_of_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_select_the_best_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_utilize_library_facility
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_to_locate_resources._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_to_locate_resources._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_to_locate_resources._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_to_locate_resources._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_to_locate_resources._Grade_6
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Library.6.2.LR.1.C 

Use search techniques to locate resources (e.g., keywords, Boolean/limiters, phrase, title, 
author, and subject). 

a.   I know how to use search techniques to locate resources. 

b.   I can use search techniques (such as using keywords, search limiters, phrase, 
title, author and subject) to locate resources. 

 

 
 

Library.6.2.LR.1.D 

Locate resources (e.g., call number, URL, link) 
a.   I know how to locate resources using tools such as call number, URL, and links. 
b.   I can find print and non-print resources using call numbers, URLs, links, etc. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

Library.6.2.ER.2.A 

Identify point of view and bias in resources. 
a.   I know how to identify point of view and prejudices in my resources. 

b.   I can distinguish prejudice and perspective in my resources. 
 
 
 
Library.6.2.ER.2.B 

Evaluate usefulness of resources (relevant, appropriate, detail, currency, authority, and 
bias). 

a.   I know the criteria/rubric to appraise the relevance, appropriateness et al of 
my resources. 

b.   I can evaluate the usefulness of my resources. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information within multiple resources. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.6.2.LI.3.A 

Use glossaries and tables of contents. 
a.   I know how to use a glossary and a table of contents. 
b.   I can locate a glossary and demonstrate how to use it. 

c.   I can locate a table of contents and demonstrate how to use it. 
 
 

Library.6.2.LI.3.B 

Use print and digital indexes. 
a.   I know how to access and use print and non-print indexes. 

b.   I can demonstrate the use of print indexes. 

 
 

 
Library.6.2.LI.3.C 

Identify keywords and keyword phrases by skimming and scanning. 
a.   I know how to pull out keywords and important phrases through the technique 

of skimming and scanning. 
b.   I can identify keywords and key phrases when skimming and scanning my 

resources. 
 
 

Library.6.2.LI.3.D 

Record location of information within resources. 
a.   I know how to record the source and location of my information. 
b.   I can record the source and location of my information. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiters%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_and_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiters%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_and_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiters%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author%2C_and_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_call_number%2C_URL%2C_link)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_point_of_view_in_resources._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detail%2C_currency%2C_authority%2C_and_bias)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detail%2C_currency%2C_authority%2C_and_bias)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources_(relevant%2C_appropriate%2C_detail%2C_currency%2C_authority%2C_and_bias)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_glossaries_and_tables_of_contents._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_print_indexes._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_keywords_and_keyword_phrases_by_skimming_and_scanning
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_record_location_of_information_within_resources._Grade_6


 

 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve the problem. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.6.2.EI.4.A 

Read, listen, and view with guided purpose to accomplish task. 
a.   I know read, listen and view with the guided purpose of accomplishing my 

task. 
b.   I can read, listen and view resources with a guided specific purpose in mind. 

 
 

Library.6.2.EI.4.B 

Locate, summarize, and paraphrase relevant information. 
a.   I know how to locate, summarize and/or paraphrase important information. 

b.   I can locate, summarize and/or paraphrase important information for my task. 

 
 

Library.6.2.EI.4.C 

Cite each source. 
a.   I know how to cite sources of my information. 

b.   I can write a bibliographic entry for each of my sources. 
 

 
 

 
 

Library.6.2.EI.4.D 

Transfer information through note taking. 
a.   I know how to take effective notes to collect necessary information for my 

task. 
b.   I can compose effective notes from my resources. 

Benchmark 5: Organize and manage information to solve the problem. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.6.2.OI.5.A 

Transfer information into a prescribed format to accomplish task (e.g., outlines, graphic 
organizers, note cards). 

a.   I know how to transfer my information into a format to accomplish my task. 
b.   I can transfer my information into the appropriate format to accomplish my 

task. 

Benchmark 6: Create a product that presents findings. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.6.2.CP.6.A 

Identify audience. 
a.   I know how to identify my audience. 

b.   I can present my information to the identified audience. 

 
 

Library.6.2.CP.6.B 

Construct an original product that meets task criteria/rubric. 
a.   I know how to construct an original product appropriate to task criteria/rubric. 

b.   I can construct an original product appropriate to task criteria/rubric. 

 
 

Library.6.2.CP.6.C 

Present final product in assigned format. 
a.   I know how to present my final product in the assigned format. 

b.   I can present my final product in the assigned format. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read%2C_listen%2C_and_view_with_guided_purpose_to_accomplish_task._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate%2C_summarize%2C_and_paraphrase_relevant_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_cite_each_source._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_note_taking_to_transfer_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_note_taking_to_transfer_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_transfer_information_into_a_prescribed_format_to_accomplish_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers%2C_note_cards)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_transfer_information_into_a_prescribed_format_to_accomplish_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers%2C_note_cards)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_transfer_information_into_a_prescribed_format_to_accomplish_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers%2C_note_cards)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_transfer_information_into_a_prescribed_format_to_accomplish_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers%2C_note_cards)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_audience._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_construct_an_original_product_that_meets_task_criteria._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_construct_an_original_product_that_meets_task_criteria._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_present_final_product_in_assigned_format._Grade_6
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STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality and effectiveness of the product. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.6.3.AQ.1.A 

Describe product's strengths and weaknesses according to task criteria/rubric. 
a.   I know how to describe my product’s strengths and weaknesses according to 

the task criteria/rubric. 

b.   I can describe my product’s strengths and weaknesses according to the task 
criteria/rubric. 

 
 

 
Library.6.3.AQ.1.B 

Critique final product (e.g., self, teacher, peers). 
a.   I know how to use peers, teachers, and my own judgment to evaluate my final 

product. 
b.   I can use peers, teachers, and my own judgment to evaluate my final product 

and the steps leading to its completion. 
 
 

Library.6.3.AQ.1.C 

Identify areas for improvement of the product. 
a.   I know how to identify areas for improving my product. 
b.   I can identify areas for improving my product. 

 

 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate how the process met the need for information. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.6.3.EP.2.A 

Examine task completion process (e.g., self-regulation, time management, etc.). 
a.   I know how to manage myself to complete my task on time. 

b.   I can manage myself to complete my task on time. 

 
 

Library.6.3.EP.2.B 

Identify areas for improvement in the process. 
a.   I know how to identify areas needing improvement in my process. 

b.   I can identify areas needing improvement in my process. 

STANDARD 4: A student must use information safely, ethically, and legally. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain, store, and disseminate text, data, images, or sounds. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.6.4.LO.1.A 

Recognize the elements that comprise intellectual property. 
a.   I know how to recognize intellectual property. 
b.   I can point out elements of intellectual property. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_describe_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_describe_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_critique_final_product_(e.g.%2C_self%2C_teacher%2C_peers)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_areas_for_improvement_in_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_areas_for_improvement_in_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_task_completion_process_(e.g.%2C_self-regulation%2C_time_management%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_task_completion_process_(e.g.%2C_self-regulation%2C_time_management%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_task_completion_process_(e.g.%2C_self-regulation%2C_time_management%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_task_completion_process_(e.g.%2C_self-regulation%2C_time_management%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_areas_for_improvement_in_the_process
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_the_elements_that_comprise_intellectual_property


 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.6.4.LO.1.B 

Recognize current laws and policies regarding information use (e.g., plagiarism, copyright, 
creative commons, fair use, public domain). 

a.   I know how to recognize current laws and policies regarding information use, 
including copyright, creative commons, fair use, public domain, and plagiarism. 

b.   I can recognize current laws and policies regarding information use, including 

copyright, creative commons, fair use, public domain and plagiarism. 

Benchmark 2: Appropriately credit ideas and works of others. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.6.4.CI.2.A 

Use summarizing and paraphrasing correctly. 
a.   I know how to use summarizing and paraphrasing correctly. 

b.   I can use summarizing and paraphrasing correctly. 

 
 

Library.6.4.CI.2.B 

Produce components for an assigned citation format. 
a.   I know how to produce the pieces of an assigned format for citation. 

b.   I can produce pieces of an assigned citation format. 
 

 
 

Library.6.4.CI.2.C 

Credit the intellectual property of others (e.g., video, music, website, audio, digital, 
artwork, photography, interview, presentations). 

a.   I know how to credit the intellectual property of others. 

b.   I can give credit to the originator of the material. 
 

 
 

Library.6.4.CI.2.D 

Adhere to copyright laws (e.g., fair use, creative commons, plagiarism, public domain). 
a.   I know how to use information safely, ethically, and legally. 
b.   I can follow copyright guidelines, which means that I obtain, store and share 

text, data, images and sounds without breaking the law. 

Benchmark 3: Participate and collaborate in intellectual and social networks following safe and accepted 
practices 

 

 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.6.4.PC.3.A 

Use appropriate digital citizenship in supervised online settings (e.g., cyber bullying, data 
vandalism, online manners and protocol. 

a.   I know how to use appropriate digital citizenship in supervised online 

settings. 

b.   I can use appropriate digital citizenship in supervised online settings. 
 
 

Library.6.4.PC.3.B 

Follow Acceptable Use Policy (AUP). 
a.   I know the rules of the AUP that I must follow. 

b.   I can follow the AUP that has been established by my district. 

 
 

Library.6.4.PC.3.C 

Identify safe practices in social network and online settings. 
a.   I know how to identify safe practices in social network and online settings. 
b.   I can identify safe practices in social network and online settings. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use_(e.g.%2C_plagiarism%2C_copyright%2C_creative_commons%2C_fair_use%2C_public_domain)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use_(e.g.%2C_plagiarism%2C_copyright%2C_creative_commons%2C_fair_use%2C_public_domain)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use_(e.g.%2C_plagiarism%2C_copyright%2C_creative_commons%2C_fair_use%2C_public_domain)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_paraphrasing_and_summarizing_correctly._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_paraphrasing_and_summarizing_correctly._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_produce_components_for_an_assigned_citation_format._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_copyright_laws_(e.g.%2C_fair_use%2C_creative_commons%2C_plagiarism%2C_public_domain)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_supervised_online_settings_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying%2C_data_vandalism%2C_online_manners_and_protocol
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_supervised_online_settings_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying%2C_data_vandalism%2C_online_manners_and_protocol
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_supervised_online_settings_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying%2C_data_vandalism%2C_online_manners_and_protocol
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_Acceptable_Use_Policy_(AUP)._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_identify_safe_practices_in_social_network_and_online_settings
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Library.6.4.PC.3.D 

Collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social environment (e.g., group work, 
public spaces, face to face). 

a.   I know how to collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social 
environment. 

b.   I can collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social environment. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use and respond to a variety of print and digital formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.6.5.VP.1.A 

Express areas of interest. 
a.   I know how to express my areas of interest. 

b.   I can express my areas of interest. 

 
 

Library.6.5.VP.1.B 

Locate and select resources in interest areas. 
a.   I know how to locate and select resources in my interest areas. 
b.   I can locate and select resources in my interest areas. 

 
 

 
Library.6.5.VP.1.C 

Explore various formats. 
a.   I know how to explore various formats in literature and other creative 

expressions for my personal interests. 
b.   I can explore various formats in literature and other creative expressions for 

my personal interests. 
 
 

Library.6.5.VP.1.D 

Express opinion on selected resources. 
a.   I know how to express my opinion on resources based on my interests. 
b.   I can express my opinion on resources based on my interests. 

Benchmark 2: Use and respond to a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

 
Library.6.5.VG.2.A 

Recognize the characteristics of various genres. 
a.   I know how to recognize the characteristics of various genres within my 

personal interests. 
b.   I can recognize the characteristics of various genres within my personal 

interests. 
 
 

Library.6.5.VG.2.B 

Select resources in assigned genres. 
a.   I know how to select resources in assigned genres matching my interests. 
b.   I can select resources in assigned genres matching my interests. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborates_and_participates_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face_to_face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborates_and_participates_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face_to_face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborates_and_participates_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face_to_face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_express_areas_of_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_select_resources_in_interest_areas._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_various_formats._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_express_opinion_no_selected_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_the_characteristics_of_various_genres._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_resources_in_assigned_genres._Grade_6


 

 

 
 

Library.6.5.VG.2.C 

Explain preferred genre. 
a.   I know how to explain my favorite genre for my personal interest and growth. 
b.   I can explain my favorite genre in my personal interests and growth. 

Benchmark 3: Analyze and respond to multiple resources and creative expressions from diverse cultures, 
including Montana American Indians. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.6.5.DC.3.A 

Recognize that culture impacts creative expression (e.g., religion, family, nationality). 
a.   I know how to recognize cultural impacts of creative expression through 

literature and other formats. 
b.   I can recognize how culture impacts creative expression through literature and 

other formats. 
 
 

 
Library.6.5.DC.3.B 

Identify an author's cultural perspective. 
a.   I know how to point out an author’s cultural perspective in my personal 

choices for literature and other creative expressions. 

b.   I can point out an author’s cultural perspective in my personal choices for 

literature and other creative expressions. 
 
 

 
Library.6.5.DC.3.C 

Recognize the diversity of cultural expression. 
a.   I know how to recognize the diversity of cultural expression in my personal 

choices of literature and other creative expressions. 
b.   I can recognize the diversity of cultural expression in my personal choices of 

literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 4: Access and use libraries and other information environments for personal use and to make 
connections beyond the school library. 

Grade 6 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.6.5.PI.4.A 

Access and use available digital resources . 
a. I know how to access and use available digital resources for my own personal 

interests and growth. 
b.   I can access and use available digital resources for my own personal interests 

and growth. 
 

 
 
 
 

Library.6.5.PI.4.B 

Locate and use available community resources (e.g., presentations, guest speakers, 
museums, community members, organizations, government resources). 

a.   I know how to locate and use available community resources in order to 
pursue my personal interests. 

b.   I can locate and use available community resources in order to pursue my 
personal interests. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explain_preferred_genre
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explain_preferred_genre
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_that_culture_impacts_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_religion%2C_family%2C_nationality)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_identify_an_author%27s_cultural_perspective._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_the_diversity_of_cultural_expression._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_the_diversity_of_cultural_expression._Grade_6
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_available_digital_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_available_digital_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_available_digital_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_available_digital_resources
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Library.6.5.PI.4.C 

Access interlocal and/or intralocal resources (e.g., public libraries, other school libraries, 
bookmobile, infomobile, inter-library loan). 

a.   I know how to access and use resources from both in and out of my school 
library that suits my personal needs. 

b.   I can access and use resources from both in and out of my school library 
that suits my personal needs. 



 

 
 
 

GRADE 7 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 

Library.7.1.DP.1.A 

Formulate steps needed to solve the problem or task. 
a.   I know what my task is and how to formulate the steps to solve the problem or 

task. 
b.   I can identify my topic and formulate the steps to solve the problem. 

 
 
Library.7.1.DP.1.B 

Paraphrase task. 
a.   I know how to paraphrase my task. 
b.   I can restate my task using my own words. 

 
 
 
 
Library.7.1.DP.1.C 

 
 

Broaden or narrow topic. 
a.   I can broaden or narrow my topic to fit the task. 

b.   I can take my ideas and choose a topic for which there is available information. 

 
 
Library.7.1.DP.1.D 

Identify keywords. 
a.   I know how to identify the keywords of my topic. 

b.   I can recognize keywords for my topic. 
 
 
 

Library.7.1.DP.1.E 

List information requirements of the task. 
a.   I know what information is needed for my topic and what is required to 

complete my task. 
b.   I can list the requirements of the task. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_formulate_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_formulate_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_paraphrase_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_paraphrase_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_paraphrase_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_keywords._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_list_information_requirements_of_the_task._Grade_7
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Library.7.1.IT.2.A 

Identify possible resources to solve the problem or task (e.g., encyclopedias, maps, atlas, 
almanacs, periodicals, newspapers, Web sites, nonfiction books, personal interviews, 
audio files, video files, community resources, databases). 

a.   I know a variety of possible print and non-print resources available to 
complete my task. 

b.   I can list a variety of possible print and non-print resources available to 

complete my task. 
 
 
 

Library.7.1.IT.2.B 

Use primary and secondary sources. 
a.   I know how to use primary and secondary sources available for my topic. 

b.   I can incorporate primary and secondary resources into my research for my 

topic. 
 
 
Library.7.1.IT.2.C 

Identify useful resources. 
a.   I know how to identify resources to complete my research task. 
b.   I can identify and locate useful resource tools for my task. 

 

 

Benchmark 3: Evaluate and select appropriate resources. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.7.1.ER.3.A 

Identify appropriately current resources. 
a.   I know my task and how to identify appropriately current resources. 

b.  I can recognize relevant and up to date resources to complete my task. 

 
 

Library.7.1.ER.3.B 

Identify point of view and bias in resources. 
a.  I know my task and how to identify point of view and bias in resources 

b.  I can distinguish point of view and bias in my task resources. 

 
 

Library.7.1.ER.3.C 

Appraise authority and usefulness of resources. 
a. I know how to appraise authority and usefulness of resources for my task. 

b. I can assess authority and usefulness of resources needed for my task 

 
 

Library.7.1.ER.3.D 

Select the best resources. 
a.   I know how to choose the best resources to fulfill requirements for my task. 
b.   I can select the best resources for completing my task. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings. 

Benchmark 1: Locate multiple resources using search tools. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.7.2.LR.1.A 

Utilize library facility. 
a.   I know what types of resources are available through the library. 

b.   I can access library resources both inside and away from school. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task_Gr_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task_Gr_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task_Gr_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task_Gr_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_possible_resources_to_solve_the_problem_or_task_Gr_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_use_primary_and_secondary_sources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_useful_resources._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_appropriately_current_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_point_of_view_and_bias_in_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_appraise_authority_and_usefulness_of_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_select_the_best_resources._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_utilize_library_facility


 

 

 
 
 
 
Library.7.2.LR.1.B 

Use multiple search tools and methods to locate resources (e.g., library catalog, indexes, 
search engines, subject directory, Boolean searches, digital databases, library personnel). 

a.   I know how to locate and present information using available search tools and 
methods, both print and non-print. 

b.   I can locate and present information through a variety of available search tools 
and methods, including print and non-print. 

 
 

 
Library.7.2.LR.1.C 

Use search techniques to locate resources (e.g., keywords, Boolean/limiters, phrase, title, 
author and subject). 

a.   I know how to use search techniques to locate resources. 

b.   I can use search techniques (such as using keywords, search limiters, phrase, 
title, author and subject) to locate resources. 

 
 

Library.7.2.LR.1.D 

Locate resources (e.g., call number, URL, link). 
a.   I know how to locate resources using tools such as call number, URL, links. 

b.   I can find print and non-print resources using call numbers, URLs, links, etc. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.7.2.ER.2.A 
Identify point of view and bias in resources. 

a. I know how to ascertain perspective and prejudices in my resources. 
b. I can distinguish prejudice and perspective in my resources. 

 

 
 
 
 
Library.7.2.ER.2.B 

Evaluate usefulness of resources (relevant, appropriate, detail, currency, authority, and 
bias). 

a.   I know the criteria/rubric to appraise the relevance, appropriateness et al of 
my resources. 

b.   I can evaluate the usefulness of my resources. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information within multiple resources. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.7.2.LI.3.A 

Use glossaries and tables of contents. 
a.   I know how to use a glossary and a table of contents. 

b.   I can locate a glossary and demonstrate how to use it. 
c.   I can locate a table of contents and demonstrate how to use it. 

 
 

Library.7.2.LI.3.B 

Use print and digital indexes. 
a.   I know how to access and use print and non-print indexes. 
b.   I can demonstrate the use of indexes, both print and non-print. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_Boolean_searches%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_Boolean_searches%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_Boolean_searches%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_available_search_tools_and_methods_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_Boolean_searches%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiters%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author_and_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiters%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author_and_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_search_techniques_to_locate_resources_(e.g.%2C_keywords%2C_Boolean/limiters%2C_phrase%2C_title%2C_author_and_subject)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_resources._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_point_of_view_and_bias_in_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_glossaries_and_tables_of_contents._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_print_and_digital_indexes_(e.g.%2C_subject_directory)
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Library.7.2.LI.3.C 

Identify keywords and keyword phrases by skimming and scanning. 
a.   I know how to pull out keywords and important phrases through the technique 

of skimming and scanning. 
b.   I can identify keywords and key phrases when skimming and scanning my 

resources. 
 
 

Library.7.2.LI.3.D 

Record location of information within resources. 
a.   I know how to record the source and location of my information. 
b.   I can record the source and location of my information. 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve the problem. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.7.2.EI.4.A 

Read, listen, and view with purpose to accomplish task. 
a.   I know read, listen and view with the purpose of accomplishing my task. 

b.   I can read, listen and view resources with a specific purpose in mind. 

 
 

Library.7.2.EI.4.B 

Summarize and paraphrase relevant information. 
a.   I know how to summarize and/or paraphrase important information. 
b.   I can summarize and/or paraphrase important information for my task. 

 
 

Library.7.2.EI.4.C 

Cite each source. 
a.   I know how to cite sources of my information. 

b.   I can write a bibliographic entry for each of my sources. 
 

 
 

Library.7.2.EI.4.D 

Transfer information through note taking. 
a.   I know how to take effective notes to collect necessary information for my 

task. 
b.   I can compose effective notes from my resources. 

Benchmark 5: Organize and manage information to solve the problem. 
 

 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.7.2.OI.5.A 

Arrange information into a format to accomplish task (e.g., outlines, graphic organizers, 
note cards). 

a.   I know how to structure my information into a format to accomplish my task. 
b.   I can arrange my information into the appropriate format to accomplish my 

task. 

Benchmark 6: Create a product that presents findings. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.7.2.CP.6.A 

Construct a product that meets task criteria/rubric and is audience appropriate. 
a.   I know how to construct a product appropriate to task criteria/rubric and 

audience. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_keywords_and_keyword_phrases_by_skimming_and_scanning._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_record_location_of_information_within_resources._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read%2C_listen%2C_and_view_with_purpose_to_accomplish_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize_and_paraphrase_relevant_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize_and_paraphrase_relevant_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_cite_each_source._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_note_taking_to_transfer_information._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_note_taking_to_transfer_information._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_arrange_information_into_a_format_to_accomplish_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_arrange_information_into_a_format_to_accomplish_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_arrange_information_into_a_format_to_accomplish_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_construct_a_product_that_meets_task_criteria_and_is_audience_appropriate


 

 

 b.   I can construct a product appropriate to task criteria/rubric and audience. 

 
 

Library.7.2.CP.6.B 

Present final product in appropriate format. 
a.   I know how to present my final product in an appropriate format. 

b.   I can present my final product in the appropriate format. 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality and effectiveness of the product. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.7.3.AQ.1.A 

Evaluate product's strengths and weaknesses according to task criteria/rubric. 

a.   I know how to evaluate my product’s strengths and weaknesses according to 
the task criteria/rubric. 

b.   I can evaluate my product’s strengths and weaknesses according to the task 

criteria/rubric. 
 

 
 
 

Library.7.3.AQ.1.B 

Critique final product (e.g., self, teacher, peers). 

a.   I know how to use peers, teachers, and my own judgement to evaluate my 

final product. 

b.   I can use assigned criteria/rubric to compare my evaluation to my teacher and 
peers’ evaluations. 

 
 

Library.7.3.AQ.1.C 

Identify areas for improvement of the product. 
a.   I know how to identify areas for improving my product. 
b.   I can identify areas for improving my product. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate how the process met the need for information. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.7.3.EP.2.A 

Examine task completion process (e.g., self-regulation, time management, etc.). 
a.   I know how to manage myself to complete my task on time. 
b.   I can manage myself to complete my task on time. 

 
 

Library.7.3.EP.2.B 

Identify areas for improvement in the process. 
a.   I know how to identify areas needing improvement in my process. 

b.   I can identify areas needing improvement in my process. 

STANDARD 4: A student must use information safely, ethically, and legally. 

 
 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain, store, and disseminate text, data, images, or sounds. 
 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_present_final_product_in_appropriate_format
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_evaluate_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_evaluate_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_criteria_final_product_(e.g.%2C_self%2C_teacher%2C_peers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_areas_for_improvement_of_the_product._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_task_completion_process._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_task_completion_process._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_task_completion_process._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_task_completion_process._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_areas_for_improvement_in_the_process._Grade_7
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Library.7.4.LO.1.A 

Recognize the elements that comprise intellectual property. 
a.   I know what constitutes intellectual property. 
b.   I can recognize the elements of intellectual property. 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.7.4.LO.1.B 

Recognize current laws and policies regarding information use (e.g., plagiarism, copyright, 
creative commons, fair use, public domain). 

a.   I know how to recognize current laws and policies regarding information use, 
including copyright, creative commons, fair use, public domain, and plagiarism. 

b.   I can recognize current laws and policies regarding information use, including 

copyright, creative commons, fair use, public domain and plagiarism. 

Benchmark 2: Appropriately credit ideas and works of others. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.7.4.CI.2.A 

Use summarizing and paraphrasing correctly. 
a.   I know how to use summarizing and paraphrasing correctly. 
b.   I can correctly use summarizing and paraphrasing. 

 
 

Library.7.4.CI.2.B 

Produce components for a citation format (e.g., MLA, APA). 
a.   I know how to produce components for a citation format. 
b.   I can produce components for a citation format. 

 

 
 

Library.7.4.CI.2.C 

Credit the intellectual property of others (e.g., video, music, website, audio, digital, 
artwork, photography, interview, presentations). 

a.   I know how to credit the intellectual property of others. 
b.   I can give credit to the originator of the material. 

 

 
 

Library.7.4.CI.2.D 

Adhere to copyright laws (e.g., fair use, creative commons, plagiarism, public domain). 
a.   I know how to use information safely, ethically, and legally. 
b.   I can follow copyright guidelines, which means that I obtain, store and share 

text, data, images and sounds without breaking the law. 

Benchmark 3: Participate and collaborate in intellectual and social networks following safe and accepted 
practices. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.7.4.PC.3.A 

Use appropriate digital citizenship in various online settings (e.g., cyber bullying, data 
vandalism, online manners and protocol). 

a.   I know how to use appropriate digital citizenship in various online settings. 

b.   I can use appropriate digital citizenship in various online settings. 
 
 

Library.7.4.PC.3.B 

Follow Acceptable Use Policy (AUP). 
a.   I know the rules of the AUP that I must follow. 
b.   I can follow the AUP that has been established by my district. 

Library.7.4.PC.3.C Describe safe practices in social network and online settings. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_the_elements_that_comprise_intellectual_property._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_paraphrasing_and_summarizing_correctly._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_paraphrasing_and_summarizing_correctly._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_produce_components_for_a_citation_format_(e.g.%2C_MLA%2C_APA)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_copyright_laws._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_various_online_settings_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying%2C_data_vandalism%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_various_online_settings_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying%2C_data_vandalism%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_various_online_settings_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying%2C_data_vandalism%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_various_online_settings_(e.g.%2C_cyber_bullying%2C_data_vandalism%2C_online_manners_and_protocol)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_Acceptable_Use_Policy_(AUP)._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_describe_safe_practices_in_social_network_and_online_settings


 

a.   I know safe practices in social network and online settings. 

b.   I can describe safe practices in social network and online settings. 
 

 
 
 

 
Library.7.4.PC.3.D 

Collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social environment (e.g., group work, 
public spaces, face to face). 

a.  I know how to collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social 
environment. 

b. I can collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social environment. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use and respond to a variety of print and digital formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.7.5.VP.1.A 

Express areas of interest. 
a.   I know how to express my areas of interest. 
b.   I can express my areas of interest. 

 
 

Library.7.5.VP.1.B 

Locate and select a variety of resources in interest areas. 
a.   I know how to locate and select a variety of resources in my interest areas. 
b.   I can locate and select a variety of resources in my interest areas. 

 
 

 
Library.7.5.VP.1.C 

Explore a variety of formats with guidance. 
a.   I know how to experiment with a variety of formats (with guidance) in 

literature and other creative expressions for my personal interests. 
b.   I can experiment with a variety of formats with guidance in literature and 

other creative expressions for my personal interests. 
 

 
 

Library.7.5.VP.1.D 

Express and defend opinion on selected resource. 
a.   I know how to express and defend my opinion on resources based on my 

interests. 
b.   I can express and defend my opinion on resources based on my interests. 

Benchmark 2: Use and respond to a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.7.5.VG.2.A 

Compare and contrast the characteristics of various genres. 
a.   I know how to compare and contrast the characteristics of various genres 

within my personal interests. 
b.   I can compare and contrast the characteristics of various genres within my 

personal interests. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face_to_face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face_to_face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_group_work%2C_public_spaces%2C_face_to_face)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_express_areas_of_interest._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_select_a_variety_of_resources_in_interest_areas
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_formats_with_guidance
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_express_and_defend_opinion_on_selected_resource
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_the_characteristics_of_various_genres
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Library.7.5.VG.2.B 

Select resources in various genres. 
a.   I know how to select resources in a variety of genres matching my interests. 
b.   I can select resources in a variety of genres matching my interests. 

 
 
 
Library.7.5.VG.2.C 

Explain and justify preferred genre. 
a.   I know how to explain and justify my preferred genre for my personal interest 

and growth. 
b.   I can explain and justify my preferred genre in my personal interests and 

growth. 
 

 

Benchmark 3: Analyze and respond to multiple resources and creative expressions from diverse cultures, 
including Montana American Indians. 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
Library.7.5.DC.3.A 

Explore how the elements of culture impact creative expression (e.g., religion, family, 
nationality). 

a.   I know how to explore cultural impacts on creative expression through 
literature and other formats in my own personal interests. 

b.   I can explore cultural impacts on creative expression through literature and 

other formats in my own personal interests. 
 
 

 
Library.7.5.DC.3.B 

Recognize an author's cultural perspective. 

a.   I know how to recognize an author’s cultural perspective in my personal 
choices for literature and other creative expressions. 

b.   I can recognize an author’s cultural perspective in my personal choices for 
literature and other creative expressions. 

 
 

 
Library.7.5.DC.3.C 

Recognize the diversity of cultural expression. 
a.   I know how to recognize the diversity of cultural expression in my personal 

choices of literature and other creative expressions. 
b.   I can recognize the diversity of cultural expression in my personal choices of 

literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 4: Access and use libraries and other information environments for personal use and to make 
connections beyond the school library. 

 
 

Grade 7 Learning Target(s) 
 
 
 
 
 

Library.7.5.PI.4.A 

Access and use a variety of available digital resources. 
a.   I know how to access and use a variety of digital resources for my own 

personal interests and growth. 
b.   I can access and use a variety of digital resources for my own personal 

interests and growth. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_resources_in_various_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explain_and_justify_preferred_genre
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explain_and_justify_preferred_genre
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_how_the_elements_of_culture_impact_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_religion%2C_family%2C_nationality)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_how_the_elements_of_culture_impact_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_religion%2C_family%2C_nationality)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_how_the_elements_of_culture_impact_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_religion%2C_family%2C_nationality)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_an_author%27s_cultural_perspective._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_the_diversity_of_cultural_expression._Grade_7
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_a_variety_of_available_digital_resources


 

 

 
 
 
 
Library.7.5.PI.4.B 

Locate and use community resources (e.g., museums, community members, 
organizations, government resources). 

a. I know how to locate and use community resources in order to pursue my 
personal interests. 

b. I can locate and use community resources in order to pursue my personal 
interests. 

 
 
 
 
Library.7.5.PI.4.C 

Access and use interlocal and/or intralocal resources (e.g., public libraries, other school 
libraries, bookmobile, infomobile, interlibrary loan). 

a. I know how to access and use resources from both in and out of my school 
library that suits my personal needs. 

b. I can access and use resources from both in and out of my school library that 
suits my personal needs. 

 

 

GRADE 8 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 

Library.8.1.DP.1.A 

Formulate steps needed to solve the problem or task. 
a.   I know what my task is and how to formulate the steps to solve the problem or 

task. 
b.   I can identify my topic and formulate the steps to solve the problem. 

 
 
Library.8.1.DP.1.B 

Paraphrase task. 
a.   I know how to paraphrase my task. 
b.   I can restate my task using my own words. 

 

 
 

Library.8.1.DP.1.C 

Broaden or narrow topic. 
a.   I can broaden or narrow my topic to fit the task. 

b.   I can take my ideas and choose a topic for which there is available 

information. 
 
 
Library.8.1.DP.1.D 

Identify or generate keywords. 
a.   I know how to determine the keywords of my topic. 
b.   I can generate keywords for my topic. 

 
 
 

Library.8.1.DP.1.E 

Confirm usefulness of keywords. 
a.   I know how to determine effective keywords on my topic. 
b.   I can use select and modify keywords to find the most relevant information for 

my topic. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_formulate_steps_needed_to_solve_the_problem_or_task._GRade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_paraphrase_task._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_paraphrase_task._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_broaden_or_narrow_topic._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_or_generate_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_confirm_usefulness_of_keywords
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Library.8.1.DP.1.F 

Identify, list, and interpret information requirements of the task. 
a.   I know what information is needed for my topic and what is required to 

complete my task. 
b.   I can identify, list and interpret the requirements of the task. 

Benchmark 2: Identify the types of information needed. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.8.1.IT.2.A 

Identify a variety of resources (e.g.., encyclopedias, maps, atlas, almanacs, periodicals, 
newspapers, Web sites, nonfiction books, personal interview, audio files, video files, 
community resources, databases. 

a.   I know a variety of print and non print resources available to complete my 
task. 

b.   I can list a variety of print and non print resources available to complete my 
task. 

 
 
 

Library.8.1.IT.2.B 

Use primary and secondary sources. 
a.   I know how to use primary and secondary sources available for my topic. 
b.   I can incorporate primary and secondary resources into my research for my 

topic. 
 

 
 
 

 
Library.8.1.IT.2.C 

Identify and defend usefulness of resources selected. 
a.   I know how to identify resources to complete my research task. 
b.   I know how to justify the usefulness of my resources. 

c.   I can identify and locate useful resource tools for my task. 

d.   I can justify the usefulness of my resources. 

Benchmark 3: Evaluate and select appropriate resources. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.8.1.ER.3.A 

Identify appropriately current resources. 
a.   I know my task and how to identify appropriately current resources. 
b.   I can recognize relevant and up to date resources to complete my task. 

 
 

Library.8.1.ER.3.B 

Identify point of view and bias in resources. 
a.   I know my task and how to identify point of view and bias in resources. 

b.   I can distinguish point of view and bias in my task resources. 

 
 

 
Library.8.1.ER.3.C 

Appraise validity, authority, and usefulness of resources. 
a.   I know how to appraise validity, authority, and usefulness of resources for my 

task. 
b.   I can assess validity, authority and usefulness of resources needed for my 

task. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify%2C_list%2C_and_interpret_information_requirements_of_the_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify%2C_list%2C_and_interpret_information_requirements_of_the_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_a_variety_of_resources_Gr_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_a_variety_of_resources_Gr_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_a_variety_of_resources_Gr_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_a_variety_of_resources_Gr_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_a_variety_of_resources_Gr_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_use_primary_and_secondary_sources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_and_defend_usefulness_of_resources_selected
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_appropriately_current_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_point_of_view_and_bias_in_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_appraise_validity%2C_authority%2C_and_usefulness_of_resources


 

 

 
 

Library.8.1.ER.3.D 

Select the best resources. 
a.   I know how to choose the best resources to fulfill requirements for my task. 
b.   I can select the best resources for completing my task. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings. 

Benchmark 1: Locate multiple resources using search tools. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.8.2.LR.1.A 

Utilize library facility. 
a.   I know what types of resources are available through the library. 

b.   I can access library resources both inside and away from school. 

 
 
 
 
Library.8.2.LR.1.B 

Use multiple search tools and methods to locate resources (e.g., library catalog, indexes, 
search engines, subject directory, Boolean searches, digital databases, library personnel). 

a.   I know how to locate and present information using various search tools and 
methods, both print and non-print. 

b.   I can locate and present information through a variety of search tools and 

methods, including print and non-print. 
 
 

 
Library.8.2.LR.1.C 

Use a variety of search techniques to locate resources. (e.g., keywords, Boolean/limiters, 
phrase, title, author and subject). 

a.   I know how to use different search techniques to locate resources. 
b.   I can use a variety of search techniques (such as using keywords, search 

limiters, phrase, title, author and subject) to locate resources. 
 
 
 
Library.8.2.LR.1.D 

Locate a variety of resources. 
a.   I know how to locate various types of resources such as call number, URL, 

links. 
b.   I can find a variety of print and non-print resources using call numbers, URLs, 

links, etc. 
 

 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.8.2.ER.2.A 

Identify point of view and bias in resources. 
a.   I know how to ascertain perspective and prejudices in my resources. 

b.   I can distinguish prejudice and perspective in my resources. 

 
 

 
Library.8.2.ER.2.B 

Evaluate usefulness of resources (relevant, appropriate, detail, currency, authority, and 
bias). 

a.   I know the criteria/rubric to appraise the relevance, appropriateness et al of 
my resources. 

b.   I can evaluate the usefulness of my resources. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information within multiple resources. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_select_the_best_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_utilize_library_facility._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_multiple_search_tools_and_methods_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_Boolean_searches%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_multiple_search_tools_and_methods_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_Boolean_searches%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_multiple_search_tools_and_methods_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_Boolean_searches%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_multiple_search_tools_and_methods_(e.g.%2C_library_catalog%2C_indexes%2C_search_engines%2C_subject_directory%2C_Boolean_searches%2C_digital_databases%2C_library_personnel)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_a_variety_of_search_techniques_to_locate_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_locate_a_variety_of_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_point_of_view_and_bias_in_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_judge_usefulness_of_resources._Grade_8
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Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.8.2.LI.3.A 

Use glossaries and tables of contents. 
a.   I know how to use a glossary and a table of contents. 
b.   I can locate a glossary and demonstrate how to use it. 

c.   I can locate a table of contents and demonstrate how to use it. 
 
 

Library.8.2.LI.3.B 

Use multiple print and digital indexes. 
a.   I know how to access and use a variety of print and non-print indexes. 
b.   I can demonstrate the use of various indexes, both print and non-print. 

 
 

 
Library.8.2.LI.3.C 

Identify keywords and keyword phrases by skimming and scanning. 
a.   I know how to pull out keywords and important phrases through the technique 

of skimming and scanning. 
b.   I can identify keywords and key phrases when skimming and scanning my 

resources. 
 
 

Library.8.2.LI.3.D 

Record location of information within resources. 
a.   I know how to record the source and location of my information. 
b.   I can record the source and location of my information. 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from resources needed to solve the problem. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.8.2.EI.4.A 

Read, listen and view with purpose to accomplish task. 
a.   I know read, listen and view with the purpose of accomplishing my task. 
b.   I can read, listen and view resources with a specific purpose in mind. 

 
 

 
Library.8.2.EI.4.B 

Recognize the differences between summarizing, paraphrasing and/or direct quotation. 
a.   I know how to distinguish the differences among summarizing, paraphrasing 

and/or direct quotations. 
b.   I can distinguish the differences among summarizing, paraphrasing and/or 

direct quotations. 
 

 
 
 

Library.8.2.EI.4.C 

Cite each source. 
a.   I know how to cite sources of my information. 
b.   I can write a bibliographic entry for each of my sources. 

 

 
 

Library.8.2.EI.4.D 

Transfer information through note taking. 
a.   I know how to take effective notes to collect necessary information for my 

task. 
b.   I can compose effective notes from my resources. 

Benchmark 5: Organize and manage information to solve the problem. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_glossaries_and_tables_of_contents._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_multiple_print_and_digital_indexes
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_keywords_and_keyword_phrases_by_skimming_and_scanning._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_record_location_of_information_within_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read%2C_listen_and_view_with_purpose_to_accomplish_task
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_recognize_the_differences_between_summarizing%2C_paraphrasing_and/or_direct_quotation
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_cite_each_source._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_transfer_information_through_note_taking


 

 

 
 

 
Library.8.2.OI.5.A 

Arrange information into a format to accomplish the task (e.g., outlines, graphic 
organizers, note cards). 

a.   I know how to structure my information into a format to accomplish my task. 

b.   I can arrange my information into the appropriate format to accomplish my 
task. 

Benchmark 6: Create a product that presents findings. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.8.2.CP.6.A 

Design and create an original product appropriate to task criteria/rubric and audience. 
a.   I know how to design and produce an original product appropriate to task 

criteria/rubric and audience. 
b.   I can design and create an original product appropriate to task criteria/rubric 

and audience. 
 
 

Library.8.2.CP.6.B 

Present final product in appropriate format. 
a.   I know how to present my final product in an appropriate format. 
b.   I can present my final product in the appropriate format. 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality and effectiveness of the product. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.8.3.AQ.1.A 

Self-evaluate product's strengths and weaknesses according to task criteria/rubric. 
a.   I know how to evaluate my product’s strengths and weaknesses according to 

the task criteria/rubric. 

b.   I can evaluate my product’s strengths and weaknesses according to the task 
criteria/rubric. 

 

 
 
 

Library.8.3.AQ.1.B 

Use guidelines to compare self-evaluation to teacher and peer evaluations. 

a.   I know how to use guidelines to compare my evaluation to my teacher’s and 

peers’ evaluations. 

b.   I can use guidelines to compare my evaluation to my teacher and peers’ 
evaluations. 

 

 
 

Library.8.3.AQ.1.C 

Identifying ideas for improving the product. 
a. I know how to identify areas for improving my product. 
b. I can identify areas for improving my product. 

 
 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate how the process met the need for information. 
 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_arrange_information_into_a_format_to_accomplish_the_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_arrange_information_into_a_format_to_accomplish_the_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_arrange_information_into_a_format_to_accomplish_the_task_(e.g.%2C_outlines%2C_graphic_organizers)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_design_and_create_an_original_product_appropriate_to_task_criteria_and_audience
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_present_final_product_in_appropriate_format._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_self-evaluate_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_self-evaluate_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_self-evaluate_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_self-evaluate_product%27s_strengths_and_weaknesses_according_to_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_compare_self-evaluation_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluations
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_compare_self-evaluation_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluations
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_compare_self-evaluation_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluations
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_areas_for_improving_the_product
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Library.8.3.EP.2.A 

Examine task completion process (e.g., self-regulation, time management, etc.). 
a.   I know how to manage myself to complete my task on time. 
b.   I can manage myself to complete my task on time. 

 
 

Library.8.3.EP.2.B 

Identify areas for improvement in the process. 
a.   I know how to identify areas needing improvement in my process. 
b.   I can identify areas needing improvement in my process. 

STANDARD 4: A student must use information safely, ethically, and legally. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain, store, and disseminate text, data, images, or sounds. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.8.4.LO.1.A 

Explain the concept of intellectual property. 
a.   I know the concept of intellectual property. 
b.   I can explain the concept of intellectual property. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.8.4.LO.1.B 

Recognize, identify, and apply current laws and policies regarding information use (e.g., 
plagiarism, copyright, creative commons, fair use, public domain). 

a.   I know how to recognize, identify, and apply current laws and policies 
regarding information use, including copyright, creative commons, fair use, 
public domain, and plagiarism. 

b.   I can recognize, identify, and apply current laws and policies regarding 

information use, including copyright, creative commons, fair use, public 

domain and plagiarism. 

Benchmark 2: Appropriately credit ideas and works of others. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.8.4.CI.2.A 

Use summarizing, paraphrasing, and direct quotes correctly. 
a.   I know how to use summarizing, paraphrasing, and direct quotes correctly. 
b.   I can use summarizing, paraphrasing, and direct quotes correctly. 

 
 

Library.8.4.CI.2.B 

Use in-text citation (e.g., parenthetical citation) correctly. 
a.   I know how to use in-text citations correctly. 

b.   I can use in-text citations correctly. 

 
 

Library.8.4.CI.2.C 

Produce components for a citation source (e.g., MLA, APA). 
a.   I know how to produce components for a citation source. 
b.   I can produce components for a citation source. 

 

 
 

Library.8.4.CI.2.D 

Credit the intellectual property of others (e.g., video, music, website, audio, digital, 
artwork, photography, interview, presentations). 

a.   I know how to credit the intellectual property of others. 

b.   I can give credit to the originator of the material. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_appraise_task_completion_process_(e.g.%2C_self-regulation%2C_time_management%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_appraise_task_completion_process_(e.g.%2C_self-regulation%2C_time_management%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_appraise_task_completion_process_(e.g.%2C_self-regulation%2C_time_management%2C_etc.)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_identify_areas_for_improvement_in_the_process._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_explain_the_concept_of_intellectual_property
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize%2C_identify%2C_and_apply_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use_(e.g.%2C_plagiarism%2C_copyright%2C_creative_commons%2C_fair_use%2C_public_domain)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize%2C_identify%2C_and_apply_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use_(e.g.%2C_plagiarism%2C_copyright%2C_creative_commons%2C_fair_use%2C_public_domain)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_recognize%2C_identify%2C_and_apply_current_laws_and_policies_regarding_information_use_(e.g.%2C_plagiarism%2C_copyright%2C_creative_commons%2C_fair_use%2C_public_domain)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_summarizing%2C_paraphrasing%2C_and_direct_quotes_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_produce_components_for_a_citation_source_(e.g.%2C_MLA%2C_APA)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others._Grade_8


 

 

 

 
 

Library.8.4.CI.2.E 

Adhere to copyright laws (e.g., fair use, creative commons, plagiarism, public domain). 
a.   I know how to use information safely, ethically, and legally. 
b.   I can follow copyright guidelines, which means that I obtain, store and share 

text, data, images and sounds without breaking the law. 

Benchmark 3: Participate and collaborate in intellectual and social networks following safe and accepted 
practices. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.8.4.PC.3.A 

Use appropriate digital citizenship in various online settings (e.g., cyber bullying, data 
vandalism, online manners and protocol). 

a.   I know how to use appropriate digital citizenship in various online settings. 

b.   I can use appropriate digital citizenship in various online settings. 

 
 

Library.8.4.PC.3.B 

Follow Acceptable Use Policy (AUP). 
a.   I know the rules of the AUP that I must follow. 
b.   I can follow the AUP that has been established by my district. 

 
 

Library.8.4.PC.3.C 

Describe safe practices in social network and online settings. 
a.   I know safe practices in social network and online settings. 
b.   I can describe safe practices in social network and online settings. 

 
 

 
Library.8.4.PC.3.D 

Collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social environment (e.g., group work, 
public spaces, face to face). 

a.   I know how to collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social 
environment. 

b.   I can collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social environment. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use and respond to a variety of print and digital formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.8.5.VP.1.A 

Express and justify areas of interest. 
a.   I know how to express and justify my areas of interest. 

b.   I can express and justify my areas of interest. 

 
 

Library.8.5.VP.1.B 

Locate and select a variety of resources in interest areas. 
a.   I know how to locate and select a variety of resources in my interest areas. 
b.   I can locate and select a variety of resources in my interest areas. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_copyright_laws._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_various_online_settings._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_various_online_settings._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_various_online_settings._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_appropriate_netiquette_in_various_online_settings._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_follow_Acceptable_Use_Policy_(AUP)._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_describe_safe_practices_in_social_network_and_online_settings._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_express_and_justify_areas_of_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_select_a_variety_of_resources_in_interest_areas._Grade_8
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Library.8.5.VP.1.C 

Experiment with a variety of formats. 
a.   I know how to experiment with a variety of formats in literature and other 

creative expressions for my personal interests. 
b.   I can experiment with a variety of formats in literature and other creative 

expressions for my personal interests. 

Library.8.5.VP.1.D Express and defend opinion on selected resources. 

a.   I know how to express and defend my opinion on resources based on my 

interests. 

b.   I can express and defend my opinion on resources based on my interests. 
 

 

Benchmark 2: Use and respond to a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.8.5.VG.2.A 

Compare and contrast the characteristics of various genres. 
a.   I know how to compare and contrast the characteristics of various genres 

within my personal interests. 
b.   I can compare and contrast the characteristics of various genres within my 

personal interests. 
 
 

Library.8.5.VG.2.B 

Select resources in various genres. 
a.   I know how to select resources in a variety of genres matching my interests. 

b.   I can select resources in a variety of genres matching my interests. 

 
 

 
Library.8.5.VG.2.C 

Explain and justify preferred genre. 
a.   I know how to explain and justify my preferred genre for my personal interest 

and growth. 
b.   I can explain and justify my preferred genre in my personal interests and 

growth. 

Benchmark 3: Analyze and respond to multiple resources and creative expressions from diverse cultures, 
including Montana American Indians. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

 
Library.8.5.DC.3.A 

Explain how culture impacts creative expression. 
a.   I know how to explain how culture impacts creative expression through 

literature and other formats. 
b.   I can explain how culture impacts creative expression through literature and 

other formats. 
 

 
 
 

Library.8.5.DC.3.B 

Recognize an author's cultural perspective. 

a.   I know how to recognize an author’s cultural perspective in my personal 
choices for literature and other creative expressions. 

b.   I can recognize an author’s cultural perspective in my personal choices for 
literature and other creative expressions. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_experiment_with_a_variety_of_formats
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_express_and_defend_opinion_on_selected_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_the_characteristics_of_various_genres._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_resources_in_various_genres._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explain_and_justify_preferred_genre._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explain_how_culture_impacts_creative_expression
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_an_author%27s_cultural_perspective._Grade_8


 

 

 
 

 
Library.8.5.DC.3.C 

Compare and contrast the diversity of cultural expression. 
a.   I know how to compare and contrast the diversity of cultural expression in my 

personal choices of literature and other creative expressions. 
b.   I can compare and contrast the diversity of cultural expression in my personal 

choices of literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 4: Access and use libraries and other information environments for personal use and to make 
connections beyond the school library. 

Grade 8 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 
 

 
Library.8.5.PI.4.A 

Access and use a variety of digital resources. 
a.   I know how to access and use a variety of digital resources for my own 

personal interests and growth. 
b.   I can access and use a variety of digital resources for my own personal 

interests and growth. 
 
 
 
 

Library.8.5.PI.4.B 

Locate and use community resources (e.g., museums, community members, 
organizations, government resources). 

a.   I know how to locate and use community resources in order to pursue my 
personal interests. 

b.   I can locate and use community resources in order to pursue my personal 

interests. 
 
 
 
 

Library.8.5.PI.4.C 

Access and use interlocal and/or intralocal resources (e.g., public libraries, other school 
libraries, bookmobile, infomobile, interlibrary loan). 

a.   I know how to access and use resources from both in and out of my school 
library that suits my personal needs. 

b.   I can access and use resources from both in and out of my school library that 
suits my personal needs. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_the_diversity_of_cultural_expression
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_the_diversity_of_cultural_expression
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_a_variety_of_digital_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_a_variety_of_digital_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_locate_and_use_community_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_interlocal_and/or_intralocal_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_interlocal_and/or_intralocal_resources._Grade_8
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_and_use_interlocal_and/or_intralocal_resources._Grade_8
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GRADES 9-10 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A Student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.DP.1.A 

Develop a range of questions. 
a.   I can state the problem/task. 

b.   I can develop research questions to answer the problem/task. 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.DP.1.B 

Formulate keywords within the problem. 
a.   I can identify multiple keywords to solve the problem/task. 
b.   I can produce a list of potential keywords to solve the problem/task. 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.1.DP.1.C 

Validate usefulness of keywords. 
a.   I can use keywords in a search. 
b.   I can evaluate the effectiveness of the keywords used in a search. 

c.   I can choose keywords that will produce desired results. 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.DP.1.D 

Narrow/broaden the topic based on initial results. 
a.   I can determine that my topic fits the requirements of the task. 

b.   I can narrow or broaden my topic based on initial research results. 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.DP.1.E 

Use prior and background knowledge. 
a.   I can identify resources related to my background to help solve the task. 
b.   I can list resources from prior experiences. 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.DP.1.F 

Assess need for more or less information. 
a.   I can determine if the information effectively addresses the task. 
b.   I can justify the resources used to solve the task. 

Benchmark 2: Determine the nature and extent of information needed. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.1.DN.2.A 

Compile a list of possible resources (e.g., print, nonprint, and digital) to fit the assigned 
task. 

a.   I can describe the various resources available in and outside the library. 

b.   I can access the available resources in and outside the library. 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.DN.2.B 

Develop essential questions which go beyond facts (probing questions) into the problem. 
a.   I can develop big picture questions related to my topic. 
b.   I can narrow my list of questions for a deeper understanding of the topic. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_develop_a_range_of_questions
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_formulate_keywords_within_the_problem
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_validate_usefulness_of_keywords
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_narrow/broaden_the_topic_based_on_initial_results
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_use_prior_and_background_knowledge
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_assess_need_for_more_or_less_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_assess_need_for_more_or_less_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_compile_a_list_of_possible_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_and_digital)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_compile_a_list_of_possible_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_and_digital)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_compile_a_list_of_possible_resources_(e.g.%2C_print%2C_nonprint%2C_and_digital)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_develop_essential_questions_which_go_beyond_facts_(probing_questions)_into_the_problem
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_develop_essential_questions_which_go_beyond_facts_(probing_questions)_into_the_problem


 

 

Benchmark 3: Evaluate and select appropriate resources. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

Library.9- 
10.1.ER.3.A 

Identify accurate information (relevance, appropriateness, detail, currency, authority, bias). 
a. I can define the terms: relevance, appropriateness, detail, currency, authority, and bias 
(RADCAB). 
b. I can analyze the information based on RADCAB criteria/rubric. 

 

 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.ER.3.B 

Evaluate all selected topic-related resources based on task criteria/rubric. 
a.   I can state the task criteria/rubric. 

b.   I can list the selected resources which fulfill the task criteria/rubric. 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.ER.3.C 

Distinguish between and incorporate appropriate primary/secondary sources. 
a.   I can define the terms primary and secondary resources. 

b.   I can locate primary and secondary resources. 

 
 

 
Library.9- 
10.1.ER.3.D 

Reevaluate the problem and resources, refine if needed. 
a.   I can determine if the gathered resources answer the problem or accomplish 

the assigned task. 

b.   I can refine or restate the problem if needed, based on gathered resources. 

c.   I can gather more appropriate resources to answer the problem or accomplish 
the assigned task. 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.1.ER.3.E 

Select appropriate resources to solve the problem. 
a.   I can recognize appropriate resources. 

b.   I can select and incorporate appropriate resources to solve the problem or 

accomplish the assigned task . 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings. 

Benchmark 1: Locate multiple resources using a variety of search tools. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.LR.1.A 

Utilize library facility. 
a.   I can describe the print and non-print resources that are available in the library. 

b.   I can utilize print and non-print resources in and out of the library. 

c.   I can locate and access the print and non-print resources that are available in 

the library. 
 
Library.9- 
10.2.LR.1.B 

Participate in Library/Media orientation. 
a.   I can describe resources and services available in the library. 
b.   I can locate, access, and use resources and services available in the library. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_identify_accurate_information_(relevance%2C_appropriateness%2C_detail%2C_currency%2C_authority%2C_bias)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_evaluate_all_selected_topic-related_resources_based_on_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_evaluate_all_selected_topic-related_resources_based_on_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_evaluate_all_selected_topic-related_resources_based_on_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_evaluate_all_selected_topic-related_resources_based_on_task_criteria
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_distinguish_between_and_incorporate_appropriate_primary/secondary_sources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_reevaluate_the_problem_and_resources%2C_refine_if_needed
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_select_appropriate_resources_to_solve_the_problem
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_utilize_library_facility_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_participate_in_Library/Media_orientation
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Library.9- 
10.2.LR.1.C 

Demonstrate ability to access and search available print and nonprint material including 
the library catalog (using advanced searches). 

a.   I can describe and access the various print and non-print resources available in 
the library. 

b.   I can use the online catalog, subscription databases, the free web, and print 
resources. 

 
Library.9- 
10.2.LR.1.D 

Demonstrate ability to access and search available digital resources. 
a.   I can list available online resources. 
b.   I can access and search online resources. 

 
Library.9- 
10.2.LR.1.E 

Differentiate between subscription and free Web resources. 
a.   I can define the terms subscription database and free web. 
b.   I can explain the difference between subscription databases and the free web. 

Library.9- 
10.2.LR.1.F 

Navigate within a digital database. 
a.   I can list search tools within databases. 
b.   I can locate specific appropriate resources using databases. 

 

 

 
Library.9- 
10.2.LR.1.G 

Narrow search results using limiters within a digital search. 
a.   I can explain how to limit a search. 
b.   I can narrow a search based on limiters or advanced search features. 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.LR.1.H 

Perform an advanced search using search engine(s) and digital database(s). 
a.   I can describe various advanced search features of digital resources. 
b.   I can locate the advanced search features in digital resources. 

c.   I can successfully locate resources using the advanced search features. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 
 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.ER.2.A 

Follow  criteria/rubric  to  evaluate  resource  for  accuracy,  relevance,  authority,  detail, 
currency, bias. 

a.   I can explain that there is a set of criteria/rubric to evaluate resources (RADCAB). 
b.   I can defend the choice of selected resources according to the evaluative 

criteria/rubric. 
 
Library.9- 
10.2.ER.2.B 

Identify and discuss the domain within the URL. 
a.   I can define different types of domains. 

b.   I can identify a domain within a specific URL. 

 
Library.9- 
10.2.ER.2.C 

Follow evaluative criteria/rubric to match the resource to the task. 
a.   I can identify both the task and the evaluative criteria/rubric. 
b.   I can explain how the selected resource fits the task, based on the criteria/rubric. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information within a wide variety of resources. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_ability_to_access_and_search_available_print_and_nonprint_material_including_the_library_catalog_(using_advanced_searches)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_ability_to_access_and_search_available_print_and_nonprint_material_including_the_library_catalog_(using_advanced_searches)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_ability_to_access_and_search_available_print_and_nonprint_material_including_the_library_catalog_(using_advanced_searches)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_ability_to_access_and_search_available_print_and_nonprint_material_including_the_library_catalog_(using_advanced_searches)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_demonstrate_ability_to_access_and_search_available_digital_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_differentiate_between_subscription_and_free_Web_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_navigate_within_a_digital_database
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_narrow_search_results_using_limiters_within_a_digital_search
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_perform_an_advanced_search_using_search_engine(s)_and_digital_database(s)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_follow_criteria_to_evaluate_resource_for_accuracy%2C_relevance%2C_authority%2C_detail%2C_currency%2C_bias
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_follow_criteria_to_evaluate_resource_for_accuracy%2C_relevance%2C_authority%2C_detail%2C_currency%2C_bias
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_follow_criteria_to_evaluate_resource_for_accuracy%2C_relevance%2C_authority%2C_detail%2C_currency%2C_bias
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_and_discuss_the_domain_within_the_URL
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_follow_evaluative_criteria_to_match_the_resource_to_the_task


 

 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.LI.3.A 

Sort within selected digital databases (e.g., relevance, date, publication, author). 
a.   I can explain the purpose of sorting results within a digital resource. 
b.   I can successfully sort search results according to features within the digital 

resource. 
 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.LI.3.B 

Choose keywords to locate and cross reference information to match the task (e.g., index, 
table of contents, glossary). 

a.   I can list keywords related to the task. 

b.   I can refine keywords related to the task. 

c.   I can use keywords to locate relevant information in a resource. 

 
Library.9- 
10.2.LI.3.C 

Identify divergent perspectives during information gathering. 
a.   I can recognize divergent perspectives. 
b.   I can identify divergent perspectives within a resource. 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.LI.3.D 

Record location of information within resources. 
a.   I can identify specific information within multiple resources that addresses the 

task. 
b.   I can record specific information from multiple resources that addresses the task. 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from a wide variety of resources needed to solve the problem. 
 

 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.9- 
10.2.EI.4.A 

Read, view, and listen to make inferences. 
a.   I can evaluate information gathered from various formats. 
b.   I can formulate inferences based on gathered information. 

 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.EI.4.B 

Gather information relevant to the formulated questions. 
a.   I can explain how the information gathered is directly related to the research 

task. 
b.   I can distinguish between relevant and non-relevant information within a 

resource. 
 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.EI.4.C 

Determine the correct usage of summaries, paraphrases, and direct quotations, then 
replicate. 

a.   I can define the terms summarize, paraphrase and quote. 

b.   I can correctly summarize, paraphrase and quote information within the final 
product. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_sort_within_selected_digital_databases_(e.g.%2C_relevance%2C_date%2C_publication%2C_author)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_keywords_to_locate_and_cross_reference_information_to_match_the_task_(e.g.%2C_index%2C_table_of_contents%2C_glossary)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_keywords_to_locate_and_cross_reference_information_to_match_the_task_(e.g.%2C_index%2C_table_of_contents%2C_glossary)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_keywords_to_locate_and_cross_reference_information_to_match_the_task_(e.g.%2C_index%2C_table_of_contents%2C_glossary)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_divergent_perspectives_during_information_gathering
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_record_location_of_information_within_resources_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read%2C_view%2C_and_listen_to_make_inferences
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_gather_information_relevant_to_the_formulated_questions
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_determine_the_correct_usage_of_summaries%2C_paraphrases%2C_and_direct_quotations%2C_then_replicate
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_determine_the_correct_usage_of_summaries%2C_paraphrases%2C_and_direct_quotations%2C_then_replicate
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_determine_the_correct_usage_of_summaries%2C_paraphrases%2C_and_direct_quotations%2C_then_replicate
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Library.9- 
10.2.EI.4.D 

Cite each source. 
a.   I can explain the importance of citing sources. 
b.   I can explain that there are different citation styles. 

c.   I can create a works cited page. 
d.   I can correctly create a citation for each source used in the final project. 

e.   I can correctly incorporate in-text citations into the final project. 
 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.EI.4.E 

Assess information extracted to solve the problem. 
a.   I can identify gathered information that addresses the task. 
b.   I can sort through gathered information to collect the most relevant research. 

c.   I can justify the use of gathered information within the final product. 

Benchmark 5: Organize and manage information from a wide variety of sources to solve the problem. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.OI.5.A 

Sort and categorize gathered information (e.g., graphic organizers, note cards, outline). 
a.   I can organize gathered information for a final product. 

b.   I can use note cards, graphic organizers and outlines to sort and categorize 
gathered information. 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.OI.5.B 

Review and refine the gathered information. 
a.   I can analyze the collected information to refine the final product. 
b.   I can identify the pertinent information from the collected sources to include 

in the final product. 

Benchmark 6: Create and defend a product that presents findings. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.CP.6.A 

Choose the appropriate medium for presentation based on audience (e.g., oral, written, 
or digital). 

a.   I can differentiate between presentation mediums for specific audiences. 

b.   I can select the appropriate medium (e.g. oral, written, or digital) for the final 
product. 

 

 

 
Library.9- 
10.2.CP.6.B 

Create original product. 
a.   I can explain the importance of an original product. 
b.   I can design an original product. 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.CP.6.C 

Evaluate the process, refine if needed. 
a.   I can apply the research model to the process. 
b.   I can explain that some steps in the research model may need to be repeated. 

c.   I can identify the steps in the research model. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_cite_each_source_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_assess_information_extracted_to_solve_the_problem
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_sort_and_categorize_gathered_information_(e.g.%2C_graphic_organizers%2C_note_cards%2C_outline)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_review_and_refine_the_gathered_information
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_the_appropriate_medium_for_presentation_based_on_audience_(e.g.%2C_oral%2C_written%2C_or_digital)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_the_appropriate_medium_for_presentation_based_on_audience_(e.g.%2C_oral%2C_written%2C_or_digital)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_the_appropriate_medium_for_presentation_based_on_audience_(e.g.%2C_oral%2C_written%2C_or_digital)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_the_appropriate_medium_for_presentation_based_on_audience_(e.g.%2C_oral%2C_written%2C_or_digital)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_create_original_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_evaluate_the_process%2C_refine_if_needed


 

 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.2.CP.6.D 

Present and defend the product. 
a.   I can explain the content used in the final product. 
b.   I can present the final product. 

c.   I can answer questions about the final product. 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality and effectiveness of the product. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.3.AQ.1.A 

Use guidelines to self-assess the product. 
a.   I can evaluate the final product. 

b.   I can define an evaluation guideline such as a rubric. 
c.   I can use evaluation guidelines to assess the final product. 

 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.3.AQ.1.B 

Use guidelines to compare self-assessment to teacher and peer evaluation (e.g., rubrics, 
wikis, blogs, class discussion). 

a.   I can compare a self-assessment to the assessments by peers and teachers. 

b.   I can explain the difference between self-assessment and assessments by 

peers and teachers. 
 
 

Library.9- 
10.3.AQ.1.C 

Revise, edit, rewrite based on assessments (self, peer, teacher). 
a.   I can reconstruct the final product based on assessments. 

b.   I can revise, edit, and rewrite elements of the final product based on 

assessments. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate the process in order to revise strategies. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.9- 
10.3.EP.2.A 

Examine the strengths and weaknesses of the process. 
a.   I can identify strengths and weaknesses of the learning process. 

b.   I can list the strengths and weaknesses of the learning process. 

 
Library.9- 
10.3.EP.2.B 

Evaluate time management throughout the process. 
a.   I can explain the importance of a time management for creating a product. 

b.   I can create a timeline for the process. 

 
Library.9- 
10.3.EP.2.C 

Reflect on the process to make improvements. 
a.   I can evaluate the strategies used in the process. 
b.   I can create a list of strategies to use in the future. 

 
 

STANDARD 4: A student must use information safely, ethically, and legally. 
 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain, store, and disseminate text, data, images, or sounds. 
 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_present_and_defend_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_self-assess_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_self-assess_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_self-assess_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_self-assess_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluation_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluation_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluation_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluation_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_use_guidelines_to_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluation_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_revise%2C_edit%2C_rewrite_based_on_assessments_(self%2C_peer%2C_teacher)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_examine_the_strengths_and_weaknesses_of_the_process
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_evaluate_time_management_throughout_the_process
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_reflect_on_the_process_to_make_improvements
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Library.9- 
10.4.LO.1.A 

Respect intellectual property. 
a. I can explain that respecting intellectual property means to cite sources. b. I can 
cite my sources. 

 
Library.9- 
10.4.LO.1.B 

Adhere to acceptable use policies (e.g., technology/media, loan policies). 
a.   I can explain why acceptable use policies are important. 
b.   I can list the terms of the acceptable use policy. 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.4.LO.1.C 

Demonstrate safe and ethical Internet use. 
a.   I can describe safe and ethical practices for using the Internet. 

b.   I can list the consequences of sharing personal information on the Internet. 
c.   I can demonstrate safe and ethical Internet use. 

 
 

 
Library.9- 
10.4.LO.1.D 

Use information and technology responsibly. 
a.   I can collect information online keeping intellectual property in mind. 

b.   I can use technology appropriately. 
c.   I can defend the choice of information collected based on intellectual property 

rights. 
d.   I can demonstrate responsible technology use. 

Benchmark 2: Follow copyright laws and fair use guidelines when using the intellectual property of others. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.9- 
10.4.FC.2.A 

Use summarizing, paraphrasing and direct quotes correctly. 
a.   I can differentiate between summarizing, paraphrasing, and using direct quotes. 
b.   I can summarize, paraphrase, or use direct quotes in the final product. 

 
Library.9- 
10.4.FC.2.B 

Use in-text citation (e.g., parenthetical citation) correctly). 
a.   I can explain that the use of others' ideas requires in-text citations. 
b.   I can insert in-text citations in the final product. 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.4.FC.2.C 

Produce components for a citation source (e.g., MLA, APA). 
a.   I can explain that citations need to follow a specific format (e.g. MLA, APA). 
b.   I can list the information needed to create a citation. 

c.   I can create a proper citation using a specified format. 
 
 

Library.9- 
10.4.FC.2.D 

Credit the intellectual property of others (e.g., video, music, website, audio, digital, 
artwork, photography, interview, presentations). 

a.   I can explain that all ideas fall under intellectual property guidelines. 

b.   I can correctly cite the intellectual property of others. 
 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.4.FC.2.E 

Adhere to copyright laws (e.g., fair use, creative commons, plagiarism, public domain). 
a.   I can explain the importance of copyright laws. 

b.   I can define the terms: fair use, creative commons, plagiarism, and public 

domain. 

c.   I can defend the use of others' ideas in terms of copyright compliance. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_respect_intellectual_property
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_acceptable_use_policies_(e.g.%2C_technology/media%2C_loan_policies)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_acceptable_use_policies_(e.g.%2C_technology/media%2C_loan_policies)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_demonstrate_safe_and_ethical_Internet_use
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_information_and_technology_responsibly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_summarizing%2C_paraphrasing_and_direct_quotes_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_summarizing%2C_paraphrasing_and_direct_quotes_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_produce_components_for_a_citation_source_(e.g.%2C_MLA%2C_APA)_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)_-_Grade_9%2C_10
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_copyright_laws_(e.g.%2C_fair_use%2C_creative_commons%2C_plagiarism%2C_public_domain)_-_Grade_9%2C_10


 

 

Benchmark 3: Participate and collaborate in intellectual and social networks following safe and accepted 
practices. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.9- 
10.4.PC.3.A 

Apply digital citizenship guidelines in online settings (e.g., blogs, wikis, Web 2.0). 
a.   I can define digital citizenship guidelines. 
b.   I can explain why digital citizenship guidelines are important. 

c.   I can demonstrate appropriate digital citizenship. 
 
 
 
 
 

Library.9- 
10.4.PC.3.B 

Collaborate and participate effectively within a safe, social environment (e.g., face to face, 
blended learning). 

a.   I can define online social environments. 

b.   I can describe safe ways to collaborate in face-to-face and online learning 
environments. 

c.   I can list online social environments. 
d.   I can contribute appropriate ideas in both face-to-face and online learning 

environments. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use and critique to a variety of print and digital formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.9- 
10.5.VP.1.A 

Explore a variety of formats based on personal interest. 
a.   I can describe formats available to pursue personal interests. 

b.   I can use a variety of formats to pursue personal interests. 

 
Library.9- 
10.5.VP.1.B 

Compare and contrast different formats (e.g., playaways, audio, digital, fiction, nonfiction). 
a.   I can define different formats such as digital, audio, print. 

b.   I can defend the choice of a particular format to pursue personal interests. 

Benchmark 2: Use and critique to a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.9- 
10.5.VG.2.A 

Self-select and critique literature in different genres. 
a.   I can define different genres. 
b.   I can locate and select a variety of genres to meet personal interests. 

Benchmark 3: Evaluate multiple resources and creative expressions from diverse cultures, including Montana 
American Indians. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_apply_netiquette_guidelines_in_online_settings_(e.g.%2C_blogs%2C_wikis%2C_Web_2.0)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_face_to_face%2C_blended_learning
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_face_to_face%2C_blended_learning
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_face_to_face%2C_blended_learning
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_face_to_face%2C_blended_learning
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_collaborate_and_participate_effectively_within_a_safe%2C_social_environment_(e.g.%2C_face_to_face%2C_blended_learning
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_a_variety_of_formats_based_on_personal_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_different_formats_(e.g.%2C_playaways%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_fiction%2C_nonfiction)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_self-select_and_critique_literature_in_different_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_self-select_and_critique_literature_in_different_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_self-select_and_critique_literature_in_different_genres
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Library.9- 
10.5.DC.3.A 

Select  a  variety  of  materials  representing  diverse  cultures  and  viewpoints,  including 
Montana American Indians. 

a.   I can explain the importance of exploring alternatives viewpoints. 
b.   I can choose to select from a variety of materials that represent alternative 

viewpoints. 
 

 
 
 

Library.9- 
10.5.DC.3.B 

Recognize and acknowledge cultural impact upon creative expression (e.g., art, tradition, 
religion, language). 

a.   I can explain the importance of cultural diversity. 

b.   I can list characteristics found in culturally diverse materials. 

 
Library.9- 
10.5.DC.3.C 

Compare and contrast examples of diversity in cultural expression. 
a.   I can distinguish between culturally diverse expressions. 
b.   I can state characteristics of culturally diverse expressions. 

 
Library.9- 
10.5.DC.3.D 

Evaluate selected materials for cultural perspective and authenticity. 
a.   I can analyze materials for cultural perspective and authenticity. 
b.   I can justify my choices of creative expressions based on authenticity. 

Benchmark 4: Access and use resources and information from all types of information environments to 
pursue personal and creative interests. 

Grades 9-10 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
Library.9- 
10.5.PI.4.A 

Explore and define Intellectual Freedom (e.g., banned books, propaganda, challenged 
books). 

a.   I can define Intellectual Freedom. 
b.   I can explain why Intellectual Freedom is important. 

c.   I can state the difference between impartial information and propaganda. 

d.   I can choose to read a challenged or banned book. 

e.   I can choose materials for personal growth. 
 
 
 
Library.9- 
10.5.PI.4.B 

Access resources beyond the school library (e.g., online, digital, other libraries, interlibrary 
loan services, museums). 

a.   I can explain the importance of using materials beyond the school library's 
collection. 

b.   I can list and access resources beyond the school library to meet personal 

interest. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_a_variety_of_materials_representing_diverse_cultures_and_viewpoints%2C_including_Montana_American_Indians
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_a_variety_of_materials_representing_diverse_cultures_and_viewpoints%2C_including_Montana_American_Indians
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_Recognize_and_acknowledge_cultural_impact_upon_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_art%2C_tradition%2C_religion%2C_language)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_Recognize_and_acknowledge_cultural_impact_upon_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_art%2C_tradition%2C_religion%2C_language)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_Recognize_and_acknowledge_cultural_impact_upon_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_art%2C_tradition%2C_religion%2C_language)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_examples_of_diversity_in_cultural_expression
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_evaluate_selected_materials_for_cultural_perspective_and_authenticity
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_and_define_Intellectual_Freedom_(e.g.%2C_banned_books%2C_propaganda%2C_challenged_books)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_and_define_Intellectual_Freedom_(e.g.%2C_banned_books%2C_propaganda%2C_challenged_books)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_and_define_Intellectual_Freedom_(e.g.%2C_banned_books%2C_propaganda%2C_challenged_books)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_resources_beyond_the_school_library_(e.g.%2C_online%2C_digital%2C_other_libraries%2C_interlibrary_loan_services%2C_museums)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_resources_beyond_the_school_library_(e.g.%2C_online%2C_digital%2C_other_libraries%2C_interlibrary_loan_services%2C_museums)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_resources_beyond_the_school_library_(e.g.%2C_online%2C_digital%2C_other_libraries%2C_interlibrary_loan_services%2C_museums)


 

GRADES 11-12 
Library Media Standards, Benchmarks, and Learning Targets 

 

 

STANDARD 1: A student must identify the task and determine the resources needed. 

Benchmark 1: Define the problem. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.11- 
12.1.DP.1.A 

Develop and refine a range of questions. 
a.   I can state the problem. 

b.   I can develop and refine research questions to answer the question. 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.1.DP.1.B 

Formulate and authenticate keywords within the problem. 
a.   I can identify multiple keywords to solve the problem. 
b.   I can produce a list of potential keywords to solve the problem. 
c.   I can verify keywords that will produce desired results. 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.1.DP.1.C 

Assess whether the topic is too narrow/broad and adjust accordingly. 
a.   I can express the need to adjust a topic based on the requirements of the task. 
b.   I can justify the reasoning for narrowing or broadening the topic based on initial 

research results. 

 
Library.11- 
12.1.DP.1.D 

Interpret prior and background knowledge. 
a.   I can analyze resources related to my background to help solve the task. 
b.   I can incorporate resources from prior experiences to help solve the task. 

 
Library.11- 
12.1.DP.1.E 

Appraise depth of complexity of the problem. 
a.   I can determine if the information effectively addresses the task. 
b.   I can adjust the thesis as necessary based on gathered information. 

Benchmark 2: Determine the nature and extent of information needed. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.11- 
12.1.DN.2.A 

Compile a list of possible resources (e.g., Intralocal, Interlocal). 
a.   I can describe the various resources available in and outside the library. 
b.   I can access the most appropriate resources in and outside the library. 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.1.DN.2.B 

Implement essential questions which go beyond facts (probing questions) into the problem. 
a.   I can develop big picture questions related to my topic. 

b.   I can list questions for a deeper understanding of the topic. 
c.   I can investigate resources based on the list of questions developed. 

Benchmark 3: Evaluate and select appropriate resources. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_develop_and_refine_a_range_of_questions
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_formulate_and_authenticate_keywords_within_the_problem
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_assess_whether_the_topic_is_too_narrow/broad_and_adjust_accordingly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_assess_whether_the_topic_is_too_narrow/broad_and_adjust_accordingly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_interpret_prior_and_background_knowledge
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_appraise_depth_of_complexity_of_the_problem
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_compile_a_list_of_possible_resources_(e.g.%2C_Intralocal%2C_Interlocal)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_implement_essential_questions_which_go_beyond_facts_(probing_questions)_into_the_problem
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Library.11- 
12.1.ER.3.A 

Interpret information for relevance, appropriateness, detail, currency, authority, and bias. 
a.   I can define the terms: relevance, appropriateness, detail, currency, authority, 

and bias (RADCAB). 
b.   I can justify the information based on RADCAB criteria/rubric. 

 
 

 
Library.11- 
12.1.ER.3.B 

Compare and contrast all selected topic-related resources. 
a.   I can identify the similarities and differences among the resources. 
b.   I can list the similarities and differences among the resources. 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.1.ER.3.C 

Incorporate primary and/or secondary sources appropriately. 
a.   I can define the terms primary and secondary resources. 

b.   I can locate primary and secondary resources. 
c.   I can collect primary and secondary resources. 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.1.ER.3.D 

Reevaluate the problems and resources, refine if needed. 
a.   I can determine if the gathered resources answer the problem. 

b.   I can refine or restate the problem if needed based on gathered resources. 
c.   I can gather more appropriate resources to answer the problem. 

 
Library.11- 
12.1.ER.3.E 

Select appropriate resources to solve the problem. 
a.   I can recognize appropriate resources. 

b.   I can select and incorporate appropriate resources to solve the problem. 

STANDARD 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings. 

Benchmark 1: Locate multiple resources using a variety of search tools. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.LR.1.A 

Utilize library facility. 
a.   I can describe the print and non-print resources that are available in the library. 

b.   I can utilize print and non-print resources in and out of the library. 
c.   I can locate the print and non-print resources that are available in the library. 

 
 

 
Library.11- 
12.2.LR.1.B 

Access and search available print and nonprint material including the library catalog (using 
advanced searches). 

a.   I can describe and access the various print and non-print resources available in 
the library. 

b.   I can use the online catalog, subscription databases, the free web, and print 
resources. 

 
Library.11- 
12.2.LR.1.C 

Access and search available digital resources. 
a.   I can list available online resources. 
b.   I can access and search online resources. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_interpret_information_for_relevance%2C_appropriateness%2C_detail%2C_currency%2C_authority%2C_and_bias
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_compare_and_contrast_all_selected_topic-related_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_compare_and_contrast_all_selected_topic-related_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_compare_and_contrast_all_selected_topic-related_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_incorporate_primary_and/or_secondary_sources_appropriately
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_reevaluate_the_problems_and_resources%2C_refine_if_needed
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_select_appropriate_resources_to_solve_the_problem
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_identify_the_task_and_determine_the_resources_needed%3A_select_appropriate_resources_to_solve_the_problem
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_utilize_library_facility_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_access_and_search_available_print_and_nonprint_material_including_the_library_catalog_(using_advanced_searches)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_access_and_search_available_print_and_nonprint_material_including_the_library_catalog_(using_advanced_searches)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_access_and_search_available_print_and_nonprint_material_including_the_library_catalog_(using_advanced_searches)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_access_and_search_available_digital_resources


 

 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.LR.1.D 

Use subscription databases and free Web resources. 
a.   I can access subscription databases and free web. 
b.   I can locate appropriate resources using subscription databases and the free 

web. 
 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.LR.1.E 

Narrow search results independently using limiters within a digital search. 
a.   I can explain how to limit a search. 
b.   I can independently narrow the search based on limiters or advanced search 

features. 
 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.LR.1.F 

Perform advanced searches within digital resources (e.g., Web pages, digital collections, 
search engines, databases). 

a.   I can describe various advanced search features of digital resources. 
b.   I can locate the advanced search feature on digital resources. 

c. I can successful locate digital resources using the advanced search feature. 
 

 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate resources. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.ER.2.A 

Evaluate resource for accuracy, relevance, authority, detail, currency, bias. 
a.   I can explain that there is a set of criteria/rubric to evaluate resources 

(RADCAB). 

b.   I can defend the choice of selected resources according to the evaluative 

criteria/rubric. 
 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.ER.2.B 

Evaluate and differentiate the domain within the URL. 
a.   I can define different types of domains. 
b.   I can identify a domain within a specific URL. 

c.   I can justify the use of a particular URL based on its domain. 

Benchmark 3: Locate information within a wide variety of resources. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.LI.3.A 

Sort within digital databases (e.g., relevance, date, publication, author). 
a.   I can explain the purpose of sorting results within a digital resource. 

b.   I can successful sort search results according to features within the digital 

resource. 
 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.LI.3.B 

Use keywords to locate and cross-reference information to match the task (e.g., index, table 
of contents, glossary. 

a.   I can list keywords related to the task. 

b.   I can refine keywords related to the task. 

c.   I can use keywords to locate relevant information in a resource. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_subscription_databases_and_free_Web_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_narrow_search_results_independently_using_limiters_within_a_digital_search
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_narrow_search_results_independently_using_limiters_within_a_digital_search
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_perform_advanced_searches_within_digital_resources_(e.g.%2C_Web_pages%2C_digital_collections%2C_search_engines%2C_databases)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_perform_advanced_searches_within_digital_resources_(e.g.%2C_Web_pages%2C_digital_collections%2C_search_engines%2C_databases)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_perform_advanced_searches_within_digital_resources_(e.g.%2C_Web_pages%2C_digital_collections%2C_search_engines%2C_databases)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_evaluate_resource_for_accuracy%2C_relevance%2C_authority%2Cdetail%2C_currency%2Cbias_Gr_11-12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_evaluate_and_differentiate_the_domain_within_the_URL
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_sort_within_digital_databases_(e.g.%2C_relevance%2C_date%2C_publication%2C_author)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_sort_within_digital_databases_(e.g.%2C_relevance%2C_date%2C_publication%2C_author)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_keywords_to_locate_and_cross-reference_information_to_match_the_task_(e.g.%2C_index%2C_table_of_contents%2C_glossary
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_keywords_to_locate_and_cross-reference_information_to_match_the_task_(e.g.%2C_index%2C_table_of_contents%2C_glossary
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_keywords_to_locate_and_cross-reference_information_to_match_the_task_(e.g.%2C_index%2C_table_of_contents%2C_glossary
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_keywords_to_locate_and_cross-reference_information_to_match_the_task_(e.g.%2C_index%2C_table_of_contents%2C_glossary
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_use_keywords_to_locate_and_cross-reference_information_to_match_the_task_(e.g.%2C_index%2C_table_of_contents%2C_glossary
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Library.11- 
12.2.LI.3.C 

Identify and include divergent perspectives during information gathering. 
a.   I can recognize divergent perspectives. 
b.   I can identify divergent perspectives within a resource. 

c.   I can include divergent perspectives while gathering information. 

 
Library.11- 
12.2.LI.3.D 

Document location of information within resources. 
a.   I can explain not all information within a document is relevant to the task. 
b.   I can select information within a document that is relevant to the task. 

Benchmark 4: Extract information from a wide variety of resources needed to solve the problem. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.11- 
12.2.EI.4.A 

Read, view, and listen to make inferences. 
a.   I can evaluate information gathered from various formats. 
b.   I can formulate inferences based on gathered information. 

 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.EI.4.B 

Gather information relevant to the formulated questions. 
a.   I can explain how the information gathered is directly related to the research 

task. 
b.   I can distinguish between relevant and non-relevant information within a 

resource. 
 

 
 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.EI.4.C 

Summarize, paraphrase, and/or directly quote facts and details relevant to the question 
(e.g., note taking). 

a.   I can recognize when to summarize, paraphrase, or quote information. 
b.   I can correctly summarize, paraphrase, or quote information within the final 

product. 
 
 

 
Library.11- 
12.2.EI.4.D 

Cite each source. 
a.   I can explain the importance of citing sources. 
b.   I can explain that there are different citation styles. 

c.   I can create a works cited page. 

d.   I can correctly create a citation for each source used in the final project. 

e.   I can correctly incorporate in-text citations into the final project. 
 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.EI.4.E 

Assess information extracted to solve the problem. 
a.   I can interpret gathered information to address the task. 
b.   I can sort through gathered information to select the most relevant research. 

c.   I can justify the use of gathered information within the final product. 

Benchmark 5: Organize and manage information from a wide variety of sources to solve the problem. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_identify_and_include_divergent_perspectives_during_information_gathering
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_document_location_of_information_within_resources
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_read%2C_view%2C_and_listen_to_make_inferences_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_gather_information_relevant_to_the_formulated_questions_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize%2C_paraphrase%2C_and/or_directly_quote_facts_and_details_relevant_to_the_question_(e.g.%2C_note_taking)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize%2C_paraphrase%2C_and/or_directly_quote_facts_and_details_relevant_to_the_question_(e.g.%2C_note_taking)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize%2C_paraphrase%2C_and/or_directly_quote_facts_and_details_relevant_to_the_question_(e.g.%2C_note_taking)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_summarize%2C_paraphrase%2C_and/or_directly_quote_facts_and_details_relevant_to_the_question_(e.g.%2C_note_taking)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_cite_each_source_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_assess_information_extracted_to_solve_the_problem_-_Grade_11%2C_12


 

 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.OI.5.A 

Sort and categorize gathered information (e.g., graphic organizers, note cards, outline). 
a.   I can organize gathered information for a final product. 
b.   I can use note cards, graphic organizers and outlines to sort and categorize 

gathered information. 
 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.OI.5.B 

Review and refine the gathered information. 
a.   I can analyze the collected information to refine the final product. 
b.   I can identify the pertinent information from the collected sources to include in 

the final project. 

Benchmark 6: Create and defend a product that presents findings. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.CP.6.A 

Choose the appropriate medium for presentation based on audience (e.g., oral, written, or 
digital). 

a.   I can differentiate between presentation mediums for specific audiences. 
b.   I can select the appropriate medium (e.g. oral, written, or digital) for the final 

product. 

 
Library.11- 
12.2.CP.6.B 

Create original product. 
a.   I can explain the importance of an original product. 
b.   I can design an original product. 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.2.CP.6.C 

Evaluate the process, refine if needed. 
a.   I can explain that some steps in the research model may need to be repeated. 
b.   I can apply the research model to the process. 

c.   I can identify the steps in the research model. 

Library.11- 
12.2.CP.6.D 

Present and defend the product. 
a.   I can explain the content of the final product. 
b.   I can present the final product. 

c. I can answer questions about the final product. 
 

 

STANDARD 3: A Student must evaluate the product and learning process. 

Benchmark 1: Assess the quality and effectiveness of the product. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.3.AQ.1.A 

Self-assess the product. 
a.   I can evaluate the final product. 
b.   I can define an evaluation guideline, such as a rubric. 

c.   I can use evaluation guidelines to assess the final product. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_sort_and_categorize_gathered_information_(e.g.%2C_graphic_organizers%2C_note_cards%2C_outline)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_review_and_refine_the_gathered_information_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_the_appropriate_medium_for_presentation_based_on_audience_(e.g.%2C_oral%2C_written%2C_or_digital)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_the_appropriate_medium_for_presentation_based_on_audience_(e.g.%2C_oral%2C_written%2C_or_digital)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_choose_the_appropriate_medium_for_presentation_based_on_audience_(e.g.%2C_oral%2C_written%2C_or_digital)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_create_original_product_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_evaluate_the_process%2C_refine_if_needed_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_locate_sources%2C_use_information%2C_and_present_findings%3A_present_and_defend_the_product_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_self-assess_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_self-assess_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_self-assess_the_product
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_self-assess_the_product
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Library.11- 
12.3.AQ.1.B 

Compare self-assessment to teacher and peer evaluations (e.g., rubrics, wikis, blogs, class 
discussion). 

a.   I compare a self-assessment to the assessments of peers and teachers. 

b.   I can explain the difference between self-assessment and assessments by 
peers and teachers. 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.3.AQ.1.C 

Consider revision, editing, rewriting based on assessments (self, peer, teacher). 
a.   I can reconstruct the final product based on assessments. 
b.   I can revise, edit, and rewrite elements of the final product based on 

assessments. 

Benchmark 2: Evaluate the process in order to revise strategies. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.3.EP.2.A 

Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the process. 
a.   I can determine which strategies will be beneficially to future projects. 

b.   I can identify the strengths and weaknesses of the learning process. 
c.   I can list the strengths and weaknesses of the learning process. 

 
Library.11- 
12.3.EP.2.B 

Evaluate time management throughout the process. 
a.   I can explain the importance of time management in creating a product. 
b.   I can create a timeline for the process. 

 
Library.11- 
12.3.EP.2.C 

Reflect on the process to make improvements. 
a.   I can evaluate the strategies used in the process. 
b.   I can create a list of strategies to use in the future. 

STANDARD 4: A student must use information safely, ethically, and legally. 

Benchmark 1: Legally obtain, store, and disseminate text, data, images, or sounds. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.11- 
12.4.LO.1.A 

Respect intellectual property. 
a.   I can explain that respecting intellectual property means to cite sources. b. I 

can cite sources. 

Library.11- 
12.4.LO.1.B 

Adhere to acceptable use policies (e.g., technology/media, loan policies). 
a.   I can explain why an acceptable use policy is important. 

b.   I can list the terms of the acceptable use policy. 
 
 
 

 

Library.11- 
12.4.LO.1.C 

Use the Internet safely and ethically. 
a.   I can describe safe and ethical practices when using the Internet. 

b.   I can list the consequences of sharing personal information on the Internet. 
c.   I can demonstrate safe and ethical Internet use. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluations_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluations_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluations_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluations_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_compare_self-assessment_to_teacher_and_peer_evaluations_(e.g.%2C_rubrics%2C_wikis%2C_blogs%2C_class_discussion)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_consider_revision%2C_editing%2C_rewriting_based_on_assessments_(self%2C_peer%2C_teacher)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_judge_the_strengths_and_weaknesses_of_the_process
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_evaluate_time_management_throughout_the_process_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_evaluate_the_product_and_learning_process%3A_reflect_on_the_process_to_make_improvements_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_respect_intellectual_property_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_acceptable_use_policies_(e.g.%2C_technology/media%2C_loan_policies)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_the_Internet_safely_and_ethically


 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Library.11- 
12.4.LO.1.D 

Use and manipulate information and technology responsibly. 
a.   I can collect information online keeping intellectual property in mind. 
b.   I can use technology appropriately. 

c.   I can identify when information needs to be altered. 

d.   I can defend the choice of information collected based on intellectual property 
rights. 

e.   I can demonstrate responsible technology use. 

f. I can find images that can be legally altered. 

Benchmark 2: Follow copyright laws and fair use guidelines when using the intellectual property of others. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.4.FC.2.A 

Use summarizing, paraphrasing, and direct quotes correctly 
a.   I can differentiate between summarizing, paraphrasing, and using direct 

quotes. 

b.   I can summarize, paraphrase, or use direct quotes in the final product. 
 
Library.11- 
12.4.FC.2.B 

Use in-text citation (e.g., parenthetical citation) correctly. 
a.   I can explain that the use of others' ideas requires in-text citations. 
b.   I can insert in-text citations in the final product. 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.4.FC.2.C 

Produce components for a citation source (e.g., MLA, APA). 
a.   I can explain that citations need to follow a specific format (e.g. MLA, APA). 

b.   I can list the information needed to create a citation. 

c.   I can create a proper citation using a specified format. 
 
 

Library.11- 
12.4.FC.2.D 

Credit the intellectual property of others (e.g., video, music, website, audio, digital, 
artwork, photography, interview, presentations). 

a.   I can explain that all ideas fall under intellectual guidelines. 

b.   I can correctly cite the intellectual property of others. 
 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.4.FC.2.E 

Adhere to copyright laws (e.g., fair use, creative commons, plagiarism, public domain). 
a.   I can explain the importance of copyright laws. 
b.   I can define the terms: fair use, creative commons, plagiarism, and public 

domain. 
c.   I can defend the use of others' ideas in terms of copyright compliance. 

Benchmark 3: Participate and collaborate in intellectual and social networks following safe and accepted 
practices. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

Library.11- 
12.4.PC.3.A 

Exhibit responsible digital citizenship. 
a.   I can define digital citizenship. 
b.   I can explain why it's important to be a good digital citizen. 

c.   I can demonstrate appropriate digital citizenship. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_and_manipulate_information_and_technology_responsibly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_summarizing%2C_paraphrasing%2C_and_direct_quotes_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_use_in-text_citation_(e.g.%2C_parenthetical_citation)_correctly
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_produce_components_for_a_citation_source_(e.g.%2C_MLA%2C_APA)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_Website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_Website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_Website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_Website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_credit_the_intellectual_property_of_others_(e.g.%2C_video%2C_music%2C_Website%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_artwork%2C_photography%2C_interview%2C_presentations)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_adhere_to_copyright_laws_(e.g.%2C_fair_use%2C_creative_commons%2C_plagiarism%2C_public_domain)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_exhibit_responsible_digital_citizenship
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Library.11- 
12.4.PC.3.B 

Participate in social networks appropriately (e.g., blogs, wikis, Web 2.0, face to face, 
blended learning). 

a.   I can define online social environments. 

b.   I can describe safe ways to collaborate online. 
c.   I can contribute appropriate ideas in a social network (e.g. blogs, wikis, Web 

2.0, face to face, and blended learning). 
d.   I can list online social environments. 

STANDARD 5: A student must pursue personal interests through literature and other creative expressions. 

Benchmark 1: Use and critique to a variety of print and digital formats for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.11- 
12.5.VP.1.A 

Explore a variety of formats based on personal interest. 
a.   I can describe formats available to pursue personal interests. 

b.   I can use a variety of formats to pursue personal interests. 

 
Library.11- 
12.5.VP.1.B 

Compare and contrast different formats (e.g., audio, digital, fiction, nonfiction). 
a.   I can define different formats such as digital, audio, print. 
b.   I can defend the choice of a particular format to pursue personal interest. 

Benchmark 2: Use and critique to a variety of genres for pleasure and personal growth. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
Library.11- 
12.5.VG.2.A 

Self select and critique literature in different genres. 
a.   I can define different genres. 

b.   I can locate and select a variety of genres to meet personal interests. 

Benchmark 3: Evaluate multiple resources and creative expressions from diverse cultures, including Montana 
American Indians. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 

 
 

Library.11- 
12.5.DC.3.A 

Select a variety of materials representing diverse cultures and viewpoints, including 
Montana American Indians - Grade 11, 12. 

a.   I can explain the importance of exploring alternative viewpoints. 

b.   I can choose to select from a variety of materials that represent alternative 

viewpoints. 
 
 

Library.11- 
12.5.DC.3.B 

Recognize and acknowledge cultural impact upon creative expression (e.g., art, tradition, 
religion, language). 

a.   I can explain the importance of cultural diversity. 
b.   I can list characteristics found in culturally diverse materials. 

Library.11- 
12.5.DC.3.C 

Compare and contrast examples of diversity in cultural expression. 
a.   I can distinguish between culturally diverse expressions. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_participate_in_social_networks_appropriately_(e.g.%2C_blogs%2C_wikis%2C_Web_2.0%2C_face_to_face%2C_blended_learning)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_participate_in_social_networks_appropriately_(e.g.%2C_blogs%2C_wikis%2C_Web_2.0%2C_face_to_face%2C_blended_learning)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_use_information_safely%2C_ethically_and_legally%3A_participate_in_social_networks_appropriately_(e.g.%2C_blogs%2C_wikis%2C_Web_2.0%2C_face_to_face%2C_blended_learning)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_Explore_a_variety_of_formats_based_on_personal_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_Explore_a_variety_of_formats_based_on_personal_interest
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_different_formats_(e.g.%2C_audio%2C_digital%2C_fiction%2C_nonfiction)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_self_select_and_critique_literature_in_different_genres
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_a_variety_of_materials_representing_diverse_cultures_and_viewpoints%2C_including_Montana_American_Indians_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_a_variety_of_materials_representing_diverse_cultures_and_viewpoints%2C_including_Montana_American_Indians_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_a_variety_of_materials_representing_diverse_cultures_and_viewpoints%2C_including_Montana_American_Indians_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_a_variety_of_materials_representing_diverse_cultures_and_viewpoints%2C_including_Montana_American_Indians_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_select_a_variety_of_materials_representing_diverse_cultures_and_viewpoints%2C_including_Montana_American_Indians_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_and_acknowledge_cultural_impact_upon_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_art%2C_tradition%2C_religion%2C_language)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_and_acknowledge_cultural_impact_upon_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_art%2C_tradition%2C_religion%2C_language)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_recognize_and_acknowledge_cultural_impact_upon_creative_expression_(e.g.%2C_art%2C_tradition%2C_religion%2C_language)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_compare_and_contrast_examples_of_diversity_in_cultural_expression_-_Grade_11%2C_12


 

 

b.   I can state characteristics of culturally diverse expressions. 

 
Library.11- 
12.5.DC.3.D 

Evaluate selected materials for cultural perspective and authenticity. 
a.   I can analyze materials for cultural perspective and authenticity. 
b.   I can justify my choices of creative expressions based on authenticity. 

Benchmark 4: Access and use resources and information from all types of information environments to 
pursue personal and creative interests. 

Grades 11-12 Learning Target(s) 

 
 
 
 
Library.11- 
12.5.PI.4.A 

Explore and discuss intellectual freedom (e.g., banned books, propaganda, challenged 
books). 

a.   I can define Intellectual Freedom. 

b.   I can explain why Intellectual Freedom is important. 

c.   I can state the difference between impartial information and propaganda. 
d.   I can choose to read a challenged or banned book. 

e.   I can choose materials for personal growth. 
 
 
 
Library.11- 
12.5.PI.4.B 

Access resources beyond the school library (e.g., online, digital, other libraries, interlibrary 
loan services, museums). 

a.   I can explain the importance of using materials beyond the school library's 
collection. 

b.   I can list and access resources beyond the school library to meet personal 
interest. 

http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_evaluate_selected_materials_for_cultural_perspective_and_authenticity_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_and_discuss_intellectual_freedom_(e.g.%2C_banned_books%2C_propaganda%2C_challenged_books)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_and_discuss_intellectual_freedom_(e.g.%2C_banned_books%2C_propaganda%2C_challenged_books)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_explore_and_discuss_intellectual_freedom_(e.g.%2C_banned_books%2C_propaganda%2C_challenged_books)
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_resources_beyond_the_school_library_(e.g.%2C_online%2C_digital%2C_other_libraries%2C_interlibrary_loan_services%2C_museums)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_resources_beyond_the_school_library_(e.g.%2C_online%2C_digital%2C_other_libraries%2C_interlibrary_loan_services%2C_museums)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
http://www.mcpsonline.org/index.php/A_student_must_pursue_personal_interests_through_literature_and_other_creative_expressions%3A_access_resources_beyond_the_school_library_(e.g.%2C_online%2C_digital%2C_other_libraries%2C_interlibrary_loan_services%2C_museums)_-_Grade_11%2C_12
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K-12 Scope and Sequence 
 
 

I-Introduce E-Expand M-Mastery R-Reinforce 
 

 
 

 K 1 2 3 4 5 6-8 9-12 

I. Orientation         

A. Consideration of others I E E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

B. Care and responsibility for handling materials I E E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

C. Procedures for borrowing and returning materials I E E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

D. Assume personal responsibility for borrowing and 

returning materials 

I E E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

E. To become acquainted with various types of 

technology 

I E E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

F. Develop listening and viewing skills I E E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

G. Recognize library as a source of information I E E E R,E E M M 

II. Organization and Utilization of Materials         

A. Parts of a book         

1. Cover I E E E R,E E E M 

2. Spine I E E E R,E E E M 

3. Title Page I E E E R,E E E M 

4. Illustrations I E E E R,E E E M 

5. Table of Contents   I E R,E E E M 

6. Index  I E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

7. Glossary  I E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

8. Dedication   I E R,E E E M 

9. Bibliography     I E R,E R,E,M 

10. Barcode I E E E R,E E E R, M 

11. Spine Label I E E E R,E E E M 

B. Publication Terminology         

1. Title I E E E R,E E E M 

2. Author I E E E R,E E E M 

3. Illustrator I E E E R,E E E M 

4. Publisher/producer  I E E R,E E R,E M 

5. Copyright date  I E E R,E E R,E M 

6. Editor     I E R,E M 

C. Location and organization of materials         

1.  Fiction – picture books I E E E R,E E E M 

2.  Fiction – chapter books  I E E R,E E E M 



 

 

3.  Nonfiction I E E E R,E E E M 

4.  Biographies    I R,E E E M 

5.  Autobiographies     I E E M 

6.  References         

a.   Dictionaries    I R,E E R R,E,M 

(1) Abridged/Unabridged    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

(2) Biographical       I R,E,M 

(3) Geographical       I R,E,M 

(4) Subject       I R,E,M 

b. Encyclopedias   I E R,E E E R,E,M 

(1) General   I E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

(2) Specialized   I E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

c. Yearbooks/handbooks        R,E,M 

d. Almanacs     I E R,E R,E,M 

e. Atlas   I E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

f. Thesaurus    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

7. Periodicals  I E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

8. Special Collections       I R,E,M 

D. Electronic Resources         

1. Internet (search engines, URL’s, terminology)  I E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

2. Online periodical database    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

3. Encyclopedias    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

4. Encyclopedias (advanced)       R,E R,E,M 

E. Library catalog and classification         

1. Author, title, subject, call number, and key word 

entries 

   I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

2. Dewey classification system    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

3. Information in an individual entry    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

4. Locating materials by call number    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

5. Alphabetical and numerical organization  I E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

6. “A”, “an”, “the”    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

7. Boolean searches       I R,E,M 
 
 
 
 
 
 

III. Literature Appreciation         

A. Genres of literature         
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1. Fantasy     I E M  

2. Realistic Fiction   I E R,E E M  

3. Folk Literature/fairy tales/legends  I E E R,E E M  

4. Poetry/nursery 

rhymes/jokes/riddles 

I E E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

5. Biography/autobiography    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

6. Mystery     I E M  

7. Historical fiction   I E R,E E M  

8. Science fiction     I E M  

9. Classics    I R,E E R,E R,E,M 

B. Works of merit         

1. Caldecott  I E E R,E E M  

2. Newbery     I E M  

3. Young Reader’s Choice     I E M  

4. Treasure State   I E R,E E M  

IV. Critical Analysis of Materials         

A. Critical Analysis         

1. Logical thinking (sequencing)     I E R,E R,E,M 

2.   Analyzing literary elements (plot, 

character, setting, voice, style) 

I E E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

3.Recognze  and use primary and secondary 

sources 

        

3.   Comparing  and  contrasting  different 

formats 

    I E R,E R,E,M 

4. Recognize and apply concepts of 

intellectual property rights and 

plagiarism 

    I E R,E R,E,M 

B. Visual Literacy         

1.   Derive meaning/information from 

analyzing images and symbols 

 I E E R,E E R,E R,E,M 

V. Research Skills         

A. Choosing appropriate sources    I E E R,E R,E,M 

B. Identifying relevant information    I E E R,E R,E,M 

C. Bibliography     I E R,E R,E,M 

1. Simple     I E M  

2. Complete       I R,E,M 

3. Cross references       I R,E,M 

 


